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Abstract 
The success rate for MPA implementation both in Canada and globally is low. Tools such as 
·l-1ow is Your MPA DoingT exist that do assess MPAs, but neglect to assess them long term. 
This thesis examines MilAs from the point of view of sustainability through the use of various 
tools, and highlights the issues of complexity and stcwardship as factors influencing this 
sustainability. Specifically, stewardship is a h:ml often link(.,(! with MI'As and other 
environmental initiatives, but rarely defined with any depth or opcrationalizcd. This thesis 
proposes to begin understanding the concept of stewardship through literature review and 
community dialogue, using the case study of the Eastport Peninsula MI'A, in Eastport, 
Newfoundland, Canada. A set of questions were developed from this dialogue that can begin to 
assess stewardship in the Eastport region. 
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Chapter 1 Introduction 
1.1. Int roduction 
Rapid population growth, uncontrolled coastal development and intensified resource exploitation 
have placed pressures on marine ecosystcms, unforesecn by convcntional approacht"S to resource 
management (Salomon el (/1., 2002; Arkema el al. , 2006). The associated consumptive and non-
consumptivc dcmands arc belicved to be driving factors behind anthropogcnic induced changes 
currently affecting the health of many l"Cosystems, including fi sheries. mangroves, estuaries and 
cornl reefs (Defeo et (II., 2009). Some studies suggest that losses in biodiversity and species 
richncss (Peters and Hawkins 2009), over-harvt"Sting and habitat alteration are positively 
correlated with human population increase (sec, for example, Evans et (If .. 2006). The complex 
and dynamic social and economic systems of multiple, but often incompatible, uses, add to thc 
managemcnt challenges (Bast ien.Daigle 1'1 al., 2008), requiring instead 'governance' 
mt"Chanisms to deal with, and to help make decisions about hard choices and trnde-otTs 
(Chuenpagdeeel al., 2005). 
Several pl"Ople have argued that conventional ocean and coastal resource IIHltlagement, focusing 
separately on sectors such as fishing. tourism and coastal development, is inadequate for 
addressing marine issues (see for in stance, Pikitch 1'1 (/1., 2004; Arkema 1'1 a/., 2006; Crowder 
and Norse, 2008; Curtin and Prellezo, 2010; Tallis 1'1 (/1., 2010). Challenges posed by the 
cumulative effects of these activities on the marinc ecosystem require an integratt-Q mther than 
individual. sectoral approach 10 address (WECO. 1987; O'Boyle and lamieson, 2006). In the 
marine and fisheries realm, this need has resulted in the adoption of an ecosystem-based 
management (EBM), which is seen as a holistic way ofbeller understanding the complexity and 
interactions of the ecosystems (Pikitch el al., 2004; Arkema el al. , 2006), and is used to replace 
sectoral-based management (Babcock and Pikiteh, 2004). 
Many tools can aid in EBM. Prominent among them are marine protected areas (MPAs). An 
MPA is a place-based tool defined as "an area of intertidal or sub-tidal terrain together with its 
overlying waters and associated flora, fauna, historical and cultural features, which has been 
reservt:d by law or other effective means to protect part oC or all of the enclosed environment"' 
(Kelleher, [999, p. xviii). They have a variety of specific purposes including biodiversity 
conservation, fisheries management, and habitat restoration (Christie and White, 2007) and have 
been known to increase size, biomass, and density of Ii shes where they arc employed (Ban et af., 
2009). MPAs come in different shapes and fornls, and offer different [evel of protection to 
species, habitats and marine ecosystems. The International Union for the Conservation of Nature 
(lUCN) differentiates MPAs into six categories of protection, including strict nature reserves and 
wilderness areas (categories [a and [b), national parks (category II), national monuments or 
features (category Il l), habitat/species management areas (category [V), protected 
landscapes/seascapes (category V), and protl'Cted an:as with sustainable use of natural resources 
(category VI) (Dudley, 2008). The purpose of this classification system is to provide a common 
understanding of MPAs, both betwt:cn and within countries. AI! sill categories share some 
objectives, including, but not limited to, conserving the "composition, structun:, function and 
evolutionary potential of biodiversity" (Dudley, 2008. pp. 12), and contributing to regional 
conservation strategies. They differ in level ofpro\(.'Ction and allowable human usc. For ell ample, 
MPAs of catcgory la offcr thc highest protection, allowing minimum human use or visitation 
(Dudley, 2008). Category II MPAs, on the other hand, combine protection with some degrcc of 
recreational use (Dudley, 2008). The different levels of protection implies incompatibility in 
some cases, for instance, bctween category VI MPAs and catcgory la, as the fonner allow for the 
sustainable use of natural resources (Dudley, 2008). 
As of2008 it was estimated that there were 5,045 MPAs globally (Spalding et al., 2008). which. 
according to Wood et al. (2008). offer protection to only about 1.6% ofthc world's marine area 
undcr national jurisdiction, Further, only 10· 15% of these MPAs are effectively managed (White 
el (II., 2002). Nevertheless, their establishment continues to cxpand globally, partly because of 
the commitment made at the Convention on Biological Diversity in 2006 to protect and conserve 
at least 10% of the world's marine and coastal regions (Spalding el (11.,2008). 
Many challenges impede the successful implementation and sustainability of MPAs, including 
ineffective size (Rioja-Nieto and Sheppard, 2008), lack of comprehensive knowledge about the 
ecosystems, limited funding (Barr and Mourato, 2009), lack of community support and weak 
institutional capacity (Jameson et al., 2002). There is also the challenge of dealing with multiple 
stakeholder groups. some of which ignore resourcc restrictions placed upon them by the MPA 
(Stamieszkin et al., 2009). Responsibility is also often split up among various stakeholders. thus 
creating management complications due to the overlapping objcctives and jurisdiction (Mangi 
and Austcn, 2008). Many MPAs indeed fail 10 meet prescribed objectives, and often exist in 
name only as 'paper park s' (Depondt and Green 2006). 
Despite the difficulties in implementation and warnings against using MPAs as one of the 
universal tools to address marine and occans rdated issues (sec Degnbol el tlf .• 2006), 
establishing MPAs still tops the priority list of many governments. intergovernmental and 
environmental orgunizations. Accordingly, cmphusis has been placed on the efficient design of 
MPAs. appropriate process of establishment, and optimal mechanisms for implementation. Once 
thcy arc established, an cmphasis is shifted to monitoring success lind assessing effectivClless, 
using tools such as 'How is Your MPA Doing' (Pomeroy ell/I., 2(04), amongothcrs. 
The focus on design, planning and implementation arc arguably important steps in the creation of 
a succcssful MPA, However. it does not guarantee the long-term sustainability, which is a 
critical aspect in the discussion about EBM. Marine ecosystems arc complex and dynamic 
(Karkkaincn, 2002), composed of many parts, both biotic and abiotic, which interact with and 
influence each other (Jorgensen, 1990). Thus. the problems associated with management and 
governance of marine ecosystems is considered 'wicked', meaning there is no easy solution, but 
rather .. managed situation in which the solution changes over time (Jentoft and Chucnpagdt'C 
2009). For this reason, authors like Brady and Waldo (2009) suggest that MPAs should only be 
used as part of an integration oftool5 along with others. such as property rights and community-
bast'1imanagemenl. 
As suggested by Chuenpagdee and Jentoft (2007), the 'step zero: or the stage when the idea is 
originally conccived and communicated, is very crucial for successful implementation of any 
management regime. Some researchers have suggested further that the real question about MPAs 
is not whether they arc effective but rather whether they e(//I he effective (Jameson el (II. 2002). 
OthtTS submit that the limited success in MPA implementation is due to the generally assumed 
position by thc MPA proponems about what they are for, as opposed to a carcful dclibcration 
about what they maymcan to diffcrent stakeholdcrs (1cntofi el (II. 20!!) 
1.2 . Resea rch Objectives and Approaches 
This thesis builds on the above observations about the relatively low success rate in the MPA 
implementation and the eall for broadcning perspective in understanding and sustaining MPAs. 
Specifically, it examines two concepts - complexity and stewilrdship - which may play key roles 
in MPA sustainability. First!y, it hypothesizes that the insufficient understanding about the 
complexity and intemctions bctween natuml, social and governing systems associated with the 
MPAs may limit their pcrfonnance, and thus the ability to sustain thelll. Secondly, it propoSt""S 
that MPA sustainabi!ity may be fostered by linking it with a related but broader conccpt of 
stewardship. 
While the tcnns complexity and stcwardship secm intuitive and arc commonly referred to in the 
discourse about MPAs and EBM, they arc often not properly invcstigatt-o. One possible reason is 
the lack of tools and fmllleworks that can aid in this understanding. The thesis aims to address 
this gap by conducting thc follow ing research. First, it explores what can be learned from an 
existing and 1Il0st commonly uscd management tool. 'I-Iow's Your MPA Doing: and what a 
governance tool like 'governability assessment fmmework' can add to the understanding of 
ecosystem complexity. A visualization tool, 'Coastal Transects Analysis Model" (CTAM), is also 
employed to dcmonstrate how cUTTently available t(:chnology can be used to enhance 
communication and public participation in resource management. The second aspect of this 
thesis is to examine the concept of stewardship using a simplc approach that compriscs keyword 
search and focuse<l group discussion in defining what the teon means and in discussing its 
signifieancc. Thc study was conductt.""<l in Eastport Pcninsula in castcrn Ncwfoundland, whcrc an 
MPA was established in 2005 to provide pTOtt"Ction to lobsters lind their habitat. 
Two theorctical frameworks infonn this research. TIlc first componcnt of the thcsis draws from 
the interactive governance thcory (Kooiman el af., 2005), which considers complellity as a key 
system property that gives risc to difficulties in governancc, limiting thus thc ability of the 
governing actors in implementing and sustaining their effort. The approach taken in studying 
stewardship aligns well with participatory action research (Kindon el a/., 2008), which suggests 
that involvement of local community in defining the issucs and in finding solutions is an 
important element for long-teml sustainability of any Illunagement initiative. 
1.3. Thesis Organization 
Chupter 2 providcs a literature revicw ubout EBM, MPAs und sustainability, us well as the two 
key concepts uddressed in the thesis, complcxity and stcwardship. This is followed by Chuptcr 3, 
which describes the study area and thc Eastport MPA. [n Chapter 4, the 'How is Your MPA 
Doing' tool is employed to assess Eastport MPA, and the results are discussed in the context of 
sustuinability. Chapter 5 utilizes the govemability assessment framework in examining 
complexity and othcr system propertics associated with thc Eastport MPA, and discusscs how 
they may foster or inhibit its sustainability. Next. an illustration of CTAM is prescnte<l in 
Chaptcr 6, along with discussion about its potential use in communication about compicxity. 
Chapter 7 dl"Scribcs an approach taken in this study to examine the conccpt of stewardship. The 
final chapler (Chapter 8) summarizes key findings and implications from this rescarch. 
Chapter 2 Literature Review 
2.1. Ecosystem-based management ([8M) 
The EBM approach reconciles biological diversity. conscrvation, and socio-economic nC<."<Is 
(Crowder and Norse, 2008). It attempts to broaden the scope of resource management such that 
ccological. environmental, and human factors arc considered (Curt in and Prellezo, 20 10). 
According to scientific consensus, released by the Communication Partnership for Science and 
the Sca in 2005, EBM is dcfincd as "an integratcd approach \0 management that considers the 
entire ecosystem, including humans. The goal of EBM is to maintain an ecosystem in a healthy, 
productive, and resilient condition so that it can provide the services humans want and need. 
Ecosystem-based management differs from current approaches that usually focus on a si ngle 
spcci(:s, s(:ctor, activity, or concern: it considers the cumulative impacts of diffcrent sectors" 
(McLeod el (If., 2005, pp. I). An early definition of EBM identi fied five specific goals: 
maintenance of viable populations, of ecosystem representation, and of ecological process, 
prot(:"cting the evolutionary potential of species and ecosystems, and accommodating human usc 
(Grumbine, 1994). Others, like Cogan el (II. (2009), add other clements to EBM considl:ratiolls 
such as interconnectedness within and among systems, the importance of interactions between 
species and services, and integration of ecological , social, econom ic, and institutional 
perspectives, wi th recogni tion of their dependence upon each other. R(:cently, the EBM approach 
attcm pts to capture whole-ecosystem complexity in order to understand human impacts 
(Kaufman and Borrett, 2010). Citizen participation is another new component of EBM, as it is 
bclievt"t! by muny thut stukeholders should pUrl ncr in uddressing issues, identifying opporlunities. 
and finding solutions (Angulo-Valdes and Hatcher, 2010). 
Elements of the EBM concept originated among scientists in the 1930's and 1940's (Grumbine. 
1994). In 1932. for example. the Ecological Society of Ameriea's Committee for the Study of 
Plant and Animal Communities advised that a U.S. nature sanctuary system should protect whole 
ecosystems rathcr than just a single specit'S, and should include a wide range of ecosystem types 
in order to manage the fluctuations or natural disturbances (Grumbine, 1994). Aldo Leopold is 
also attributed with the devclopment of some of the core concepts of EBM (Grumbine. 1994). 
specifically in A Sam! COIiI/~)' Afman(lC published in 1949. Although Leopold did not usc the 
tenn "ecosystem-based management" he did study many interdisciplinary principles in ecology. 
socioeconomics, and human interest in natural resource management that were later included in 
the concept (Szaro el af. , 1998), and advocated understanding the intt"fconnectcdness of 
landscapes and managing through a bio-centric ethic (Yaffee, 1998). 
The early discussion leading to the present-day concept of EBM was in the context of land 
management (Arkema el (If., 2006). It was not until the Earlh Summit of 1992 in Rio de Janeiro. 
however, that the commitment to protecting and devcloping ocean resources oceulTcd (Arkema 
el lIf .• 2006). Other ocean policy initiatives since then have emphasized the imporlunee of 
sustainability and progressing towards EBM goals 
Many tools can aid in EBM. including protection measures such as MPAs. II has bt'Cll suggested, 
for instance, that extensive MPA networks would help protect fisheries ecosystems (Lubchenco 
('I al .. 2003; Roberts ('I al .. 2005). As described on the EBM Tools Network 
(http://www.smartgrowthtools.orglebmtools). which will be later discussed. other categories of 
EBM tools inelude decision support tools; modeling and analysis tools; da ta collection, 
modeling, and process tools; stakeholder engagement and outreach tools; conceptual modeling 
tools; visualization tools; project management tools; and monitoring and assessment tools (EBM 
Tools Network. 2010). The availability of these tools should help facilitate EBM 
implementation. Studies show, however, that implementation of the EBM concept is difficult, in 
part due 10 the belief that it is compl icated and has prohibitive information f(.'quirements (Tallis 
el (II., 2010). This belief is not entirely untrue as EBM is a complex entity, comprising a variety 
of interconnected concepts. various approaches, and issues that must be interpreted, synthesized, 
and communicated to a variety of interested part ies. ineluding stakeholdcrs, scientists, and policy 
makers (Cogan ('I al., 2009). EBM is seen by some as too broad for any practical implementation 
and there is also the issue of political and administrative bottlenecks, which restrict 
implementation (Cogan ('I (II., 2009). Addit ionally, there is no overwhelming evidence to sugg(.'St 
that even long-term use of an EBM strategy would lead to improvements in (.'COsystems (Tallis ('I 
al., 2010). Another challenge. and one re lated to governance. is that EBM is overlaid on existing 
polieics and practices. yet oftcn demands the reform of the same (Christie elll/ .• 2009). Because 
of the lack of evidence, arguments in support of EBM arc typically based upon prineipk'S instead 
of proof. 
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2.2. Marine Protected Areas (MPAs) 
As earlier mentioned, MI'As are areas where human activity has been restricted in some way 
(Pitcher and Lam, 2010). They arc strong candidates for marine conservation (Salomon, 2002). 
and they fulfill EBM goal s by conserving marine biodiversity, maintaining productivity, re-
establ ishing ecosystem integrity, enhancing the size and productivity of harvested fish or 
invertebrate populations. and adding to economic and social welfare (Villa el (II., 2001: Hooker 
and Gcrbcr. 2004). The implementation and ordcr of importance of thcse goals, however, may 
depend upon societal and economic pressures in a region (Hooker and Gerber, 2004). As noted 
by Jcntoft er (II., (2007), these goals arc not static, but can shift with interactions between 
stakeholders, and composition changes between stakeholder groups. 
The level of protection offered by MPAs varies, ranging from no-take reserves closed to fishing 
(Pitcher and Lam, 2010), to those that allow fishing yet restricl activities such as drilling for oil 
or gas (Lubchenco el al. , 2003). Recent global estimates have the number ofMPAs worldwide at 
5,045. but covering less than 1% of thc world's oceans (Spalding el (II., 2008). A group of 
international marine scientists have called for an increase of MPA coverage to 20% by the year 
2020, while the Fifth World Parks Conference has a goal of20-30% coverage by 2012 (Pajaro el 
al., 2010). With such a low currcnt coverage, it will be difficult to achieve the goals proposed by 
these reeentmectings. 
Within the past few decades there has been growing interest in evaluating the perfOnllanCe of 
MPAs (Pomeroy el al., 2004). The Parties to the Convention on Biological Diversity (CBD) 
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committed to adopting and implementing fmmeworks to be used in the monitoring, evaluation. 
and reporting of MPAs by 2010 (Pajaro ('/ (If" 2010). Managers can assess their progress in 
achicving objectives through of the use of indicators, developed to provide infonnation for 
stakeholders and show progress towards an MPA's desired goals (Pajora 1.'1 (II" 2010). 
In the past. specific indicators for MPA evaluation have been focused on the natura! system. the 
MPA itself, and the species within it. In Kenya, for example, MPAs have exislL>d since the 
1960's and the assessments have shown that there is a higher abundance of ooral reef fish inside 
the MPAs compared to outside (Muthiga, 2009). Studies in that country have been undertaken on 
biodiversity and oommunity structure ofooral reefs, which arc dominant inside the MPAs. 
Stakeholder rok-s in successful MPAs have been strcssed (I'limes, 2007), as stakeholder input is 
considered critical in developing MPA goals and objectives, and to the overall management of 
the MPA (Pomeroy 1.'1 (II., 2004). An understanding of the environmental and societal values that 
stakeholders hold is necessary to determine a community's expectations and aspirations tor their 
MPA. Not all areas are suitable for 'co-management' style MI'As. A case study in San Felipe, 
Yucatan, Mexico, for example, described participatory research, where a variety of methods 
including GIS mapping, surveys, interviews, and a community workshop were used, as a process 
leading to co-management ofa small MPA in the area called ACflIm Cllllleb (Chucnpagdee ef al .. 
2004). The st udy tound that while there were differences between community members and 
government officials about the ecological and socio-economic importance of coastal resources, 
they shared an intcrcst in protecting habitats and managing ooastal rcsourccs. This. along with 
good Icadership, community cohesion, and the early cngagcment of stakeholders in the 
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discussion about thc MPA, implics that thc arca may havc some potential for co·management 
(Chuenpagdee ('I af" 2004). 
Sp(.ocifically, community involvement and panicipation in resource management has been linked 
to the long-teon success ofMPAs (Pollnac ('I af., 2001; Manincz, 2(08). This involvement can 
lead to a sense of ownership for an MPA which increases its chances of being supponed and 
sustained (Lnunio el (If., 2(09). Engagement of the community is a crucial step for MPA 
sustainability as social factors are highlighted by many authors as a core detcnllinant of MPA 
success (Morin Dalton, 2001; Mascia, 2003; Kessler, 2004; Drew, 2005). Many of the 
sustainable MPAs located in the Philippines, for example, arc community initiated and currently 
continue to be managed by thc community (Launio ('1 af., 2009). Community involvement does 
not guarantee the success or sustainability of MPA, howcver. Each of the MPAs in the 
Philippines, despite all involving the community, had a variety of factors that led to their success 
(Launino el al., 2009). For instance, the altitude of stakeholders adjacent to MPAs towards these 
areas is an important consideration. As discussed by Mangi and Austen (2008), unless 
stakeholders' attitudes about the MPA and its regulations arc positive. it is not likely that rules 
and regulations of the MPAs will be enforced, and that the MPAs will fulfil their promises. 
2.3. Complexity 
Ecosystems are complex and dynamic, meaning that they do not always gravitate towards an 
equilibrium statc (Karkbinen, 2(02). They arc inen:asingly seen as the result of large numbers 
of interacting forces (Clark and Gelfand, 2006), rc1aloo to the composition of many mutually 
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interdependent parts that interact in multiple and complicated ways (Karkkainen, 2002). 
Different system components, both biotic and abiotic, may interact and influence each other 
directly and indirectly (Jorgensen, 1990), creating thus chaotic, incompletely known, and 
constantly changing ecosystems (Wells, 2(03). Some scientists consider that complexity is more 
behavioural than structural, and that simple systems can display complex behaviour (Earn and 
Rohani, 1999; Cadenasso ('( a/., 2006). 
Our knowledge of ecosystem complexity has increased dramatically since the I 970s (Arkema ('f 
(J/., 2(06), but it is far from complete (Karkkainen, 2002). Even with an understanding of the 
individual components of an ecosystem. there will often be some uncertainty in prt:dicting the 
impact of ccrtain inputs or management adjustments (Karkkaincn. 2002). This is particularl y true 
of marine ecosystems which exist in internally consistent dynamic states (Daskalov 1'/ (I/., 2007). 
These ecosystems have a high level of ecosystem complexity, with a high level of biodiversity 
and varied habitats {Borja ('/ (1/., 2008). Evcn aftcr morc than a hundn:d years of study. marine 
ecosystems arc only partially understood and few changes arc predictable (Berkes, 2003; Wells, 
2003). 
Despite thc complexity and scientific uncertainty, Ludwig Cl a/. (1993) argue that eonsen'ation 
elTorts should not be impeded. and that an adaptive approach should be taken. This proposition 
recognizes that conventional fisheries science is often unable to predict complex issues such as 
ecosystem regime shifts (large chang{.'S in oceanic conditions) and recovery (Daskalov ('/ a/., 
2007). One approach to deal with these issues is to build partnerships between managcrs and 
resource users (Berkes, 2003), fostering thus the exchange of knowledge and co-learning. Both 
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adaptive and precautionary approaches arc requin .. "d for EBM (Pikitch el al., 2(04), as well as for 
MPAs. 
2.4.Suslainabili ly 
Linked with EBM is the concept of sustainability, proposed as a method of stopping global 
degradation (Bastien-Daigle CI al., 2(08). Sustainability is also a word of which exact 
interpretation has been debated (Ciegis, 2009). [t was defined by the Brundtland Commission 
(WECD, 1987) as development that meets the needs of the current generation without 
compromising the needs of future generatiolls. 11 placed an emphasis on fair distribution of 
resources among the present generation, and between present and future generations. as well as 
on development that finds a balance between economic, social, and environmental dimensions 
(Ciegis, 2009). Later definitions attempted to expand upon this. In 1992, for example. the Rio de 
Janeiro dedaration on Environment and Development defined it as a long-term process aimed at 
satisfying humanity'S needs at present and in the future via ra tional usage and replenishment of 
natural resources, while allowing for replenishing of the Eanh for fut ure generations (Rio 
Declaration on Environment and Development. 1992). It has been argued that a commonality 
among definitions was a lack of inclusion of all aspects of the concept (Ciegis, 2(09). 
Nevenhe[ess, the Brundt[and defini tion is the most widely utilized and thought to be most 
inclusive definition for sustainabili ty (Ciegis, 2(09). Sustainabili ty in a variety of circumstances. 
such as tourism and water usc. has also been described as a --lofty goal"' (Taylor. 2005: Olsen and 
Fenhann. 2006). Combined with the intangible definitions of the tcnn. this implies that the goal 
of sustainability cannot always be reached. or put in practice. 
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[n addition to EBM, integrated management (1M) has been described as helpful in achieving 
sustainability. 1M, in particular, has been proposed as a co!laoorative governance modd 10 help 
achieve sustainable development (Bastien·Daiglc el al., 2008). It has been difficult, however, for 
Canada to move from a conceptual definition of the 1M into a practical implementation, and the 
inclusion of 1M plans into Canada's Suslainab/e Del"(:/opmenl Slral('&'Y has been slow (DFO, 
2005). 
2.5. Stcwardship 
Traditional management considers humans at the peak of a trophic pyramid, drawing resources 
from the base (Bundy et al., 2008). Sustainability and sustainable development concept considers 
human needs first, although it places the emphasis on future generations rather than the current 
one (Worrell and Appleby, 2000). Several authors have argued that the homocentric focus in 
resource management and development paradigm partly explains the poor perfonnance of MPAs 
and other environmental initiati ves «Bundy et al., 2008; lentofl et a/. 2010). A holistic vicw 
recognizing linkages between pt'"Ople and environment is required. 
Stewardship is a concept that resemblances this alternative perspcctive. The focus on 
'slewardship' stems from the global movement towards sustainability. especially since the 1992 
United Nations Conference on Sustainable Development. The agenda for the environment was 
created to move (:conomic policics toward reducing the impact on the environment and also to 
encourage the promotion of both the individual and the community (Scipioni el al., 2009). 
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Stewardship is a tenn that is increasingly used by a variety of agencies. including resource 
industries, government, and community activists to describe their own resource use philosophy 
(Schlag and Fast, 2005) 
Stewardship has been identified as important in an MPA context in Canada, For example. one of 
the guiding principles for MPA implementation, and in the strategic framework. is stewardship 
(DFO. 2005). Specifically, this involves engaging Canadians in the development and suppon of 
MPAs, combin(.'(\ with increasing the awareness and understanding of the public with regard to 
ocean conservation issues. Stewardship has becn identified as a crucial component in the 
implementation and long-ternl health ofMPAs. Nevertheless. how it could be used in the context 
of MP As is never addressed. 
In the United States. the Commission on Ocean Policy has stated: "Ecosystem-based 
management can provide many benefits over the current structure, The coordination of efforts 
within a specific geographic area allows agencies to reduce duplication and maximize limited 
resources. It also provides an opportunity for addressing conflicts among management entities 
with different mandat(.'S, Less obvious. but equally important. ccosystem-bas(.'(\ management may 
engender a greater sense of slcw(lrdsl!ip among government agenei(.'S, private interests. and the 
public by promoting identification and connection with a specific area" (U.S. Commission on 
Ocean Policy. p. 64. emphasis added). Although the statement is about EBM, stewardship is 
identified here as crucial. 
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Chapter 3: Eastport Case Study 
3.1. Gener al Desc ription 
The Eastport peninsula is approximately 655 krn2 (Bull, 1999), and bordered by the Atlantic 
Ocean and Terra Nova National Park (Figure 3.1). It is a narrow peninsula extending out into the 
center of 80navista Bay, on the eastern pan of Newfoundland, Canada (OFO, 2007). The area is 
known for its many coves and beaches (Bull, 1999) and is surrounded by a number of small 
islands. It consists of scvcn communitics. including Sandringham. Eastport. St. Chad's. Happy 
Adventure, Salvage, Burnside, and Sandy Cove, with a total population ofapproximatcly 1500 in 
2006. Fishing has always been the primary economic activity of communities like Salvage and 
Happy Adventure, with roughly 40 inshore fishers, and two fish plants that provide seasonal 
employment to the local population. 
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Figure 3.1: The seven communities of the Eastport Peninsula and Duck and Round Islands MPA 
(Modified from Canudian digital c1cvillion data from Gcobasc 2007) 
With the collapse of the groundfish fishery ncar the end of the twentieth century. fishlTS in 
Eastport were forced to increase efforts towards other species. One of thl"SC species was 
American lobster (Ho/llarus (lmericlIIlIIs) (Davis el (II, 2006). which also began to decline after a 
few years of morc intense fishing pressure. Concerned by the trend, fishers of the peninsula 
fOnJled the Eastport Peninsula Lobster Protection Committee (EPLPC) in 1995 (Power and 
Mcrcer, 20(0). The goal of the EPLPC was to ensure the conservation and protcction of lobster 
stocks in the area (Rowe and Fcltham. 20(0). 
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Building upon this successful community-based conservation initiative, the EPLI'C submitted a 
proposal to crt:ate a small MPA around two local islands in 1999 (Power and Mercer, 2000). The 
protected area is 2.1 km 2 in size and its spccific managemcnt boundaries include both Duck and 
Round Isl,ltId (see Figure 3.1.). Both islands are located in Lobster Fishing Area 5 (OFO. 2007). 
Duck and Round Islands were declared an Area of Interest (AOI) in 2000, before being officially 
designattXIasan MPA in 2005. 
3.2. Eastport 1\1 P A 
As mentioned above, the fomlation of the EP LPC was driven by declining lobster abundance. 
This decline ooineidoo with an initiati ve from Parks Canada wi th regard to Marine Conservation 
Areas (Blundon, 1999). lnfonnation about this initiative was presented to the EPLPC, and was 
influential in their eventual desire to implement an MPA. The publication of a report in 1995 by 
the Fisheri(:s R(:'souree Conservation Council (FRCC) on the stale of Canadian lobster stocks was 
another drivi ng factor. The FRCC also recommended that local stakeholders and management 
work together to develop a program spccific to their region (OFO, 2007). 
The impetus of the MPA was in large pan due to the concern of Eastport fishers over outside 
fishers (those not from the Eastport Peninsula) fishing in their local waters. The EP LPC wished 
to exclude those from outside the peninsula from fishi ng their waters in order to prot(,'"{;t 
livelihoods and keep the benefits of the EPLPC conservat ion work localiz(:d. The rncctings to 
decide the MPA boundary were eonduch::d with fishers both from the peninsula and from outside 
the region who fished in Lobster Fishing Area 5. DFO supported the lobster fishers of Eastport 
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and enabled the creation of this boundary zone in 1997. in addition to the creation of two closed 
areas around the future MPA sites of Duck and Round Islands. This occurred three years before 
the Islands became an A01, and was considered a necessary 'step zero· before the MPA 
designation. 
A Steering Committee was initially fonned in 2002 to assess the suitability of the AOI as an 
MPA. The first meeting took place in March, 2002, co-chairt.-d by DFO and the EPLPC. The 
Steering Committee also changed with the eventual designation of the MPA; it now acts in an 
advisory rolc for management of the MPA and Steering Committee members continue to meet 3-
4 times per year (D FO, 2007). It currently consists of co-chairs from DFO and thc EPLPC, and 
representatives from fisheries, tourism , Eastport municipalities, harbour authorities, and the 
government. 
A management plan was published in 2007 for Eastport by DFO and the Eastport MPA St(.'Cring 
Committee. The plan was creat(.-d with input from stakeholder groups and incorporated collected 
scientific data and background infonnation (DFO, 2007). The plan outlined a number of 
regulatory and non-regulatory objectives. with associated short and long tcnn goals. 
3.2.1. Regularory Objeeril"es 
Two objectives arc mandated in the management plan for the Eastport MPA. The plan sp(.'Cifies 
maintaining a viable lobster population as its first regulatory objective, to be monitored by study 
of larval drift and of lobster size, both inside and outside the closed areas (DFO, 2007). Larval 
drift is the time period of a lobsters· life when it is in larval stage and inhabiting the water 
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column rather than the ocean bottom. Studying larval drift providt..-s scientists with a better 
understanding of lobster distribution, and why lobsters settle in a particular area. Next, by 
examining the size distributions of lobster inside and outside the closed area, it may be possible 
to dt..1ermine whether the MPA contributes to larger lobsters, and consequently higher number of 
egg production (DFO, 2007). 
The second regulatory objective is related to conservation and protection of cndangcred spceies. 
In particular, DFO put wolffish (AI/archic·has luplI.\·) under the Specics-at-Risk Act (SARA) as a 
species of concern in June 2004 to provide protection to the species. Although there are 110 
studies linking any specific cause to the species decline, it is believed that overfishing and habitat 
alteration have affected wolffish abundance (DFO, 2010). The northernmost limit of wolffish 
distribution is in the Arctic, spt..""Cifically Davis Strait (DFO, 2010). The species is also found in 
the North Atlantic Ocean, off the coast of southern Newfoundland, southern Labrador, the 
Atlantic provinces, and to the west of Greenland . [t can also be found around the Eastport 
Peninsula. [nfonnation packages about wolffish have been distribute<! to local fishers and the 
goal is to monitor wolffish bycatch outside the MPA boundaries. In the long run, DFO wishes to 
estimate wolffish populations inside and outside the closed areas (DFO, 2007). 
3.2.2 NOIl-regulmvry Objectives 
Several non-regulatory conservation objectives arc includ .. :·d in the management plan. They arc: 
ensuring the participation of stakeholders in MPA management, incrcasing stcwardship and 
awareness among the public for lobsters and other conservation measures, promoting scientific 
research to increase understanding of the MP A ecosystem, ensuring concentration of potential 
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economic benefits of the resource within thc EastlXlrt communities, and maintaining and 
enhancing the EastlXlrt ecosystem. 
According to the OFO (2007), stakeholder participation is achieved through continuing annual 
science briefi ng mcctings. regional MPA science workshops. and publ ic meetings. A long tenn 
goal is to establish a lobster interpretation centre in EastlXlrt. Efforts to enhance stewardship and 
public awareness include development and maintenance of the EastlXlrt MPA website, brochures 
and publication of the Coastal Current, a quarterly publication focusing on the EastlXlrt and 
Gilbert Bay. Labrador MPAs. and organization of community events. and festivals (OFO. 2007) 
The short ten}} scientific researeh focus is on thc development of collaborative agreements wilh 
Memorial University of Newfoundland (MUN) to provide scientific support for research related 
to the MPA, and the development of activity plans and approvals for the MPA regulations (OFO. 
2007). Another short tenn goal is collaboration wi th the Newfoundland and Labrador Legacy 
Trust. 
In addition to conservation and protcction of marine ecosystem. IXltential ceonomic benefits in 
the area, particularly from tourism, were expected with the establishment of the EastlXlrt MPA. 
Long tenn goals include studies into ceo-labeling and further invt.:stigations into the economic 
benefits of endeavours such as a lobster interpretation centre (DFO, 2007). 
Short tenn goals include the initiation ofa public awarcm.:ss program about marine debris and an 
invitation to local fish plant managers to attend a Best Management Practices Workshop (OFO. 
2J 
2007). Also included is the monitoring of fish plants fo r improper dumping and disposal. Long 
tem} goals include the investigation of alternative uses for fish offal in order to climinate or at 
least reduce dumping at sea (DFO, 2007). They also include implementing best management 
practices to rt:ducc fish emuent impact on marine ecosystems 
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Chapter 4 1\1 P A Assessmrllt 
4.1. How is \ 'our MPA Doing? 
Evaluation of MPA managcmcnt cfTcctivcness is uscful as it can both ascertain if MPA 
objcctives are bcing fulfilled, and illuminate the problems and challcngcs with the managcment 
system and processes (Pomcroy et af., 20(4). Idcntifying these challenges may then providc 
opportunities for improving management effectiveness in the future as this type of assessment 
can infonn discus~ions on what conditions lead to an MPA successfully fulfilling its objcctives. 
This type of evaluation could be especially crucial for many developing countries. which have to 
balance biodiversity conservation with resource extmetion and povCr1y alleviation (Muthiga, 
2(09). 
The handbook 'How is your MPA Doing?' (Pomeroy Cl af., 2004) was developed to evaluate the 
eflcctivencss of MPA management. Development of the handbook started in 2000 when the 
World Wide Fund for Nature and The World Conservation Union World Commission on 
Protected Areas - Marine joined to create thc MPA Mwwgemcllt £jJeclil"l:/Iess IlIili(lfil'C, whosc 
goal was to design a methodology to evaluate the effectiveness of MPAs (Pomeroy CI af .• 2005). 
Aftcr two years, a team of 37 experts from diverse backgrounds and knowledge in the 
governance. biophysical. (lnd socioeconomic fields, had developcd a number of indicators that 
could be used for evaluation of an MPA (Pomeroy et af .. 2005). 
2S 
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Initially, the group survcyt-d the goals ilnd objectives of MPAs worldwide and discovered they 
felt into three categories; socio-economic. biophysicaL and governance (Pomeroy el (//. , 2005). 
They also surveyed all indicators used in assessing the mminc environment and coastal 
communities, creating a master list of 130 indicators, which were then linked to the MPA goals 
and objectives they could measure. The group, wilh aid from Iwo peer reviews, narrowed this list 
down to first 52, then 42 priority indicators (Pomeroy el al. , 2005). Most indicators fulfi ll morc 
than one of the goals and a number of objectives arc incorporated within each goal. 
The guidebook was tested using 18 MPAs with a variety of characteristics and objectives 
(Pomeroy et (1/. , 2005). The majority of the MPAs were located in North America. Central 
America, and Southeast Asia. The managers of these MPAs voluntecred to undertake a trial run 
ofthc assL"Ssment, and picked the indicators which most applied to their situation to be evaluated. 
The evaluation period lasted 8 months between 2002 and 2003, wi th many sites creating a multi-
disciplinary team to undertake the assessment (Pomcroy el al., 2005). The results from these 
evaluations allowed the guidcbook to bc furthcr revised and improved 
The resulting guidebook is a document that describes how to evaluate MPA management 
effectiveness. which is defined as the "degree to which management actions are achieving the 
goals and objectives of a protected area" (Pomeroy cl (/1 .. 2(04). An evaluation of the Eastport 
MPA using the guideline has ncvcr becn eonductcd prior to this research; thus it was eonsideTL-d 
useful in providing some insight inlo what constitutes a successful MPA, and how this success 
could be sustained. 
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4.2. l\1e1hodology 
The majori ty of the data was collected by informal discussions with kcy infonllants, litemture 
rcviC\\I, and field observation. Field visits took place from Junc to August in 2008, and in August 
and Septcmber of 2009. The data for most indicators had becn collected previously by scicntists, 
fishers, and other residents of the peninsula. Following the examples orthe 'How is Your MPA 
DoingT case studies, some indicators were excluded from the assessment either because they did 
not apply, or because there was limitL"() infonllalion. The selected indicators werc choscn 
because they had a direct linkage with managemcnt objectives. 
Infonnal discussions with fishcrs, fish plant managers. and the DFO Biologist for the Marine 
ProtecK"() Areas Program or Fisheries and Oceans Canada were conducted to collect infonnation 
fo r biophysical indicators. Key literature sourCL'S for the chosen biophysical indicators included 
the Eastport MPA Technical Rcport for 2009 and scicntific articles from Rowe (2001. 2002) 
Key infonnants for socio-economic indicators were a variety of Eastport residcnts including 
fishers. bed and breakfast owners, Terra Nova Park workcrs, fanners, the MPA coordinator. and 
others. Additional infonnation was also obtained from The E(l.I'lpOrl pel1ill.w/tl: A people oflhe 
SCtl (//1(1 soil (Hynes. 1999). 
For governance indicators, key refcrences wcre the Eastport MPA Management Plan (2007). a 
Masters' Thesis (Blundon. 1999) and ]lCCr-rcviewed articles such as Davis el tlf. (2006), which 
providL-o infonnation about the Eastport Peninsula Lobster Protection Committee (EPLPC) and 
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MPA Stt.'Cring Committee. lnfonnal discussions were also conducted, primarily with fishers and 
the Eastpon MPA coordinator, to gain more insight about the governance indicators. 
4.3. Resnlts 
4.3.1. Biophysical SlImnwry 
Table 4.1 summarizes the biophysical characterization of the Eastpon MPA. according to the 
' How is your MPA Doing' indicators. Since the implementation of the EPLPC, both average size 
and abundance of lobsters in the Eastport area has incrcased significantly. Over a five year 
period (2004-2009), the number of lobsters sampled within the MPA was 2,530, while areas 
outsidc and adjacent to thc MPA, where lobsters were commercially fished, the number was 
smaller at 1,548 (Janes, 2009). This increase has been auributed to the conservation and 
t"(\ucation efTorts of the fishers. The differences in population size and structure inside versus 
outside the MPA arc attributable to the prott."Cted nature of the two islands, which were no-take 
reserves cven beforc thc MPA was established. It is difficult to know how much of an additional 
impact the MPA fonnalion has had on this trend, Recruitment success has also been positive. as 
evidenced by increasing lobster populations. 
The MPA itsc1f is small. and is fairly unifornl in ternlS of habitat structure. Much of the water 
area is deep with rocky bottoms, while the areas around the two islands are shallow. There arc a 
variety of species in the area; many of these arc migratory. No populations in the area arc 
thre:ltened from the small-seale fishing effon, and the are:l experiences little impact due to the 
de:lnh of marine activity. Lobster is a primary commercial species for peninsula fishers, but it is 
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not the only one, Fishers in the area do not target one particular species, but on a variety of them. 
In tenns of landed value, lobster has becn among the top five species from 1998-2007 every year 
with the exceptions of 2000 and 2005 (Community Landings Repon, 1998-2(07). Other 
common species on tht."Se lists include snow erab (Chiol1oece/es opifio) and capclin (Malloll/s 
rilfo.ws). The area also has little marine activity or traffic. Fish plant waste is dumped away from 
the MPA. On a whole, the MPA is not experiencing much impact from human activity. 
Table 4.1: 'How is your MilA DoingT biophysical assessment for the Eastport MPA 
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4.3.2. Socio-eCOIIOlllicSlIlIIlIIllry 
As summarized in Table 4.2. outside of fishing, not many activitir..."S impact marine resources in 
the area. I'eople's perceptions of these resources arc positive and the marine ecosystem is highly 
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valued. This belief stems from the edueation efforts of the EPLPC prior to the MPA 
impleme.ntation, and an appreciation and pride in the area in whieh they reside. This appreciation 
combined with education efforts also have led to an understanding of the human impacts on 
marine "reas, specifically fishing impacts. Education has becn " kcy component of the work of 
the EPLPC and now MPA. Fishers in the area have been educating other fishers, community 
members, and school children on issues of lobstcr biology, MPAs, and gcncral marinc 
conservation. Education is aided by the community-wide perception that the conservation efforts 
of the EPLPC and MPA have increased lobster abundance. The community can sec that their 
work having tangible impact the number of lobstcrs. 
The quality of lifc for community mcmbers has not bcen drastically afT(:cted by thc 
implementation of the MPA. Lobster is a supplemental species for fishers economically as none 
are dependent upon it for their livelihoods. The two islands were no-take areas before the MPA 
implementation. Basic services are provided in the peninsula's hub. the town of Eastport, and 
were pre-M PA as well. 
Table 4.2: ' How is your MPA Doing?' socio-economic assessment for the Eastport MPA 
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4.3.3. GOI'em(lIlCe summa", 
Table 4.3 shows the assessment results for the Eastport MPA in terms of governance. There was 
initial suspicion towards DFO by many of the fishers on the peninsula when the idea was first 
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introduced. This suspicion stemmed from earlier intcractions with DFO. The MPA is fulfilling 
many of its objectives, specifically the primary regulatory goal of Ill"intaining a viable lobster 
population. Many of thc non-regulatory goals have been implemented as well, such as the 
promotion of scientific research, cnsuring panicipation, and increasing public awareness and 
stewardship. Some specific objectives have been less successful, however. For example, lack of 
government funding has made it difficult to complete larval drift studies for the last two years. 
Larval drift is an issue as lobster larvae spend time in the water column, and can drift out beyond 
the Eastpon Lobster Management Area (ELMA). Fundraising may be an option in the future, 
however. 
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4.4. Discussion and Conclusion 
According to the "How is your MPA Doing" assessment. the Eastport MPA is doing relatively 
well. The success of this MPA may be due in part to the involvement of its communities. The 
MPA was initiated by fishers, who played an active role in its designation. and the fonnation of 
its goals and objectives. The fi shing community remains invested in the management of the 
MPA currently, along with others in the community. Community participation has been linh-d to 
MPA SUCCl.""Ss, both initially and long-tenn (Pollnae et al., 2001; Martinez 2008). Additionally. 
the small size of the MPA and the low livelihood dependency on the lobster fi shery have aided in 
itssueccss. 
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However, there arc issues that challenge the continued success of the MPA, which are not 
rcvealed in the assessment using the indicators suggested by the guidebook. Many residents arc 
concerned, for example, that there arc few young fishers in the area. Currently, there is one fisher 
under the age of forty on the peninsula. Questions raised by the local fishers are whether the 
MPA will continue to function as it has when all current fishers in leadership positions retire, and 
whether there will be anyone to take their place. The lack of young fishers and leadership void 
are two possible hurdles to the continued success of the MPA. Neither oftht:st: issues related to 
the future of the MPA showed up when applying the 'How is Your MPA Doing?" to assess its 
effectiveness. 
In fact, an assessment such as this otten does not address the sustainability ofMPAs. It could be 
argued that success today predicts success in the future, but this is not always the case. The 'How 
is Your MPA Doing?" guidebook focuses heavily on the present day context, which gives a good 
indication of the current success of the MPA, but may not be sufficient for predicting its future. 
Even within MPAs that are current ly successfully fu lfi lling their goals and objectives, there is 
concern about their future prospects. One issue is the lack of long-ternl financing, which is a 
major constraint to MPA sustainability (White et a/ .. 2005; Lowry ('t a/., 2009). [n many 
examples, once external funding and support is withdrawn, the MPAs struggle to fulfill their 
goals (Pomeroy C/ (1/ .. 2005). There is a need for the practical considerations of the cost of 
establishing and maintaining an MPA (Mcrea-Strub et a/., 2010), as conservation efforts cannot 
be implcmcnlt:d without charge. This is problcmatic among researchers as well, as many 
scientific articles focus on the biological benefits of protected areas, ignoring economic and 
social cost associated with their establishment (Naidoo e/ (II .. 2006). 
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Another aspect that seems to receive insufficient consideration in 'How is Your MPA Doing?". is 
the level of community involvement both in the MPA and in the broader community. There arc 
sections of the guide which assess stakeholder interaction with management and the number of 
stakeholders in leadership positions, yet the nature of this relationship and factors which may 
affect how they interact arc missing. The relationship between management and stakeholders, for 
example. may be stressful, making management difficult. [n Eastport, there was a local lobster 
scientist from OFO with whom many of the fishers had a positive relationship. Without this 
positive experience, it is possible that the bid to establish the MPA may have failed. Also 
missing from the guidebook is a consideration for community spirit, pride, and ownership for the 
area in which coastal pt.'Ople live. A community that has pride in its environment may be more 
likely to want to protect it. These attributes can be expressed in a number of ways; festivals. 
volunteer activities, and town clean-ups for example. The activities could suggest community 
management would be successful. 
On the whole. the 'How is your MPA Doing' is a useful assessment tool that can provide the 
basic understanding about factors contributing to success and effectiveness of the MPA 
management. Its cmphasis on 'management' and effectiveness makcs other aspects considered 
important for long-tenn sustainability of MPAs, like leadership and prospt.-ct for future 
generations, less evident. TIle situation in the Eastport Peninsula and the MPA suggest that an 
evaluation that takes long-tenn considerations into account is ne(.-ded, along with more in-depth 
diagnosis of the M P A characteristics, and surrounding communities. 
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Chapter 5 A Governability Assessment of the Eastport Penin sula l\'1arine Protected Area 
5.1. Interactive Governance Theory 
Governance can be a difficult concept to define. The tenn originates from the Greck word 
kubernlio , which means "10 pilot or steer" (Kjaer. 2000). Traditionally governance has been 
about government (Jentoft and Chuenpagdt.'C, 2009), but recently it has been seen as something 
beyond managemcnt, and including more actors than government. Specifically, it is the process 
whereby sections of society influencc and implement pol icies, and governing activities arc 
carried out by the state as well as markets and public and private sectors (Kooiman el (I/. 2005; 
Ehh::r, 2003). In other words, it can involve governmcnt, universities, civic organizations, 
communities, the mcdia, political parties, and private businesses (Jcntoft and Chuenpagdce. 
2009). The process of governance often involves partnerships or interactions between a number 
of these different groups, and in this way can be seen as more of a "bottom-up" approach than a 
tmditional "lOp-down" (Jentoft and Chuenpagdee. 2009). Governance involves a mix of all 
governing efforts by various actors, at different levels (local, national , international), and in 
different governance modes and orders (Kooiman, 2003). 
Interactive governancc recognizes these relationships between agencies and at different levels. It 
is defined as .. the whole of interactions taken to solve societal problems and to create societal 
opportunities, including the fom1Ulation and application of principles guiding those interactions 
and care for institutions that enable them" (Kooiman el al. , 2005, p.17). Th is approach placl.--s an 
cmphasis on the inhcrcnt complexity in systems and allows for the characterization of systems 
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based upon all these interactions. It also considt.TS ethical principles and social values as 
influential f.1ctOrs in governance and decision-making (JentoR (:1 al., 2007). This considcration is 
accomplished by focusing on second-order (i.e., institutional building) and meta-order (i.c., 
principle selting) governance, rather than just first-ordcr (i.c., problem solving) (Chuenpagdee, 
2011). Interactive governance is similar to some other types of govcrnancc. such as adaptive and 
collaborative governance, in that it identifies how comple;>; and uncertain the natural. social. and 
governance systems are (Chuenpagdec, 2011). [t ditTers, however. in its emphasis on interactions 
between public and private sectors, or between the state. market, and civil society (Chuenpagdee. 
2011). Interactive governance can thus be a much more proactivc approach than some other 
govcrnancc models due to thc focus on interactions. 
Interactive governancc uti lizes a th ree systcm model, and recognizes that there are limits to how 
well system s can be governed. referred to as governabi lity (JcntoR and Chucnpagdee, 2009). 
These include the governing system (OS) and system to be go\'t..T!lt..'(! (SO), in addition to the 
governing interactions (01) between the two lChuenpagdee el. al .. 2008). The SO ineludes both 
natural and socio-economic components, in addition tQ Ihe governing system itself which needs 
also to be governed. The OS arc those agents involved in the governing and their actions. 01 
refers to interactions between the OS and SO. Interactive governance recognizes that these 
systems have various properties, i.e. they are diverse, complex. dynamic, and 0TXTate at multiple 
scales (Chuenpagdee el. (/1 .. 2008). Divt.Tsity refers to structural variat ion in a systcm, and both 
spatial and organizational elem~nls; complexity 10 relat ionships and linkages bctween elements; 
dynamics to change and variability over time; and scale 10 the size ofintcrJClions and boundaries 
both temporall y and spatially (JentoR el al., 2007; Chucnpagdcc and JcnloR. 2009).The 
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characteristics of SG, GS, and GI are what constitute govcrnabi lity, making the entire system 
more or less governable. Generally speaking, SGs that arc highly diverse, complex, dynamic and 
l:lrge in spatial (or temporal) scale arc likely low in govemability. 11 is possible, however. that 
GS may be very competent or GIs very effective, which will then contribute to increasing 
governability (Chuenpagdee, 20 1 I). Learning about what system characteristics foster or inhibit 
governability helps broadening possible options 10 improve the overall quality of governancc. 
Several frameworks can be used to examine system characteristics. This study employs the 
governability assessment framework , which considcrs MPAs as GS in one instance and SG in 
another (Jentoft ct (If. , 2007). The study is conducted under a proposition that an assessment of 
an MPA using this framework, focusing also on how it interacts with the socioeconomic and 
biophysical environment, can add to the discussion on MPA sustainability. The application of the 
framework to the Eastport MPA isan il lustration of that. 
5.2 . Methodolog)' 
Following Chuenpagdee and Jcntofl (2009), a scries of questions were devcloped and asked to 
detennine the system characteristics (sec Appendix for details). The infonnation for the 
governability assessment originated from a variety of sources such as scientific papers, books, 
obSClVation, and infonnal discussions with key infonnants. The discussions took place between 
June 2008 and October 2009 on the Eastport Peninsula. Forty-one individuals were consulted, 
including fishers, town clerks, educators, plant managers, fanners , scientists, Terra Nova park 
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employees. and other peni nsula residents. Discussions usually occurred in people's homes and 
ranged from half an hour to two hours in length. 
As su££ested by Chuenpagdcc and 1cntofl (2009), for diversity. the questions were related to the 
components of the natural, social and governing systems. How these components relate to each 
other detennines system complexity. The govemability assessment considers interaction among 
system components as factors giving rise to their dynam ics. Finally. questions about 
management boundaries were pos .... d to deten11ine seale. 
5.3. Res ults 
5.3.1. Syslem-lO-bc gore/"/led: Nfllllral '\}'.I"tem 
The waters around Eastport, including the area of the MPA itself. arc home to a number of 
species including capclin (MallfJllI.v l·i/ffJ.I"IIS ) and herring (Clupell 11lIrcllglIs). which fonn the 
bulk of the biomass passing through the MPA (DFO. 2(07). Also common to the area arc marine 
plants such as Irish moss, and species of kelp and rockweed (Ascoph)'I1I1111 /lodo.wlII). 
Invertebrates arc varied and include crab, squid, lobster. sea urchi ns. whelks, scallop, blue 
mussels (A~rlillls cl/lllis), and sea cucumber (DFO. 2(07). The crucial species in the context of 
the MPA and EPLPC is the American lobster, heretofore referred to only as lobster. which arc 
long-lived bottom dwelling marine organisms (Santisteban, 2003). Although the nrea is known 
for lobster (due to its economic importnnce), the natural system is rather diverse, requiring thus 
an EBM approach, nOI single species management. 
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Habitat preferences for lobster are areas k ss than 50 m in df.'Pth (Pai lle and Bourassa, 2(09), and 
rocky substrates with algae. In the Nonheast of Newfoundland, however. this can be less than 30 
m. Lobsters usc these rocky areas for shelter as they can hide under the rocks or in holes 
excavated by the lobster. The imponance of these shel ters is for protection against predators, 
waves and currents, and daylight (Paille and Bourassa, 2(09). Lobsters are nocturnal, so they 
prefer the dark. These sheltered areas are especially imponant for juvenile lobsters that need 
protection from predators. DFO used fishers' local knowledge about lobster habitats to detenlline 
an appropriate site for the MPA, as both scientific knowledge and the extent of appropriate 
habit:1I in the area were limited. The importance of the presence of habitats for lobsters at 
different life stages enhances the system compkxity, therefore calling for careful management 
considerations. 
Dynamics is the most difficult system property to observe in the case of Eastport MPA, which 
could imply that the natural system has low dynamics. One possible indicator of the system 
dynamics is the significant increase in the abundance of lobster population in the period of ten 
years (1997-2007, with 2005 as the year when the MPA was officially desi!;f1atcd) (Janes, 2009). 
With respect to scak. lobster is found primarily along the cast coast of Nonh America, 
specifically as far south as Cape Haneras in the US, and Non h unti l the Strait of Belle Isle (Paille 
and Bourassa, 20(9). Areas of highest abundance arc the Gulf of Maine in the US and around 
Nova Scotia and the Gulf of SL Lawrencc in Canada. It is also found on the eastern part of the 
island of Newfoundland as evidenced by the fishery near the Eastpon peninsula. It is imponant 
to note migration patterns of lobsters at different life history stages, given how they may affect 
the govemabi lity of the MPA. 
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On a whole, and as summarized in Table 5.1. the natural system in the Eastport MPA is 
moderately diverse and with low to moderate complexity, The system is not highly dynamic but 
the migration pattcrn of the lobster raises some issues with respect to scale. 
Ta ble 5. 1 Level of ·governability· of the Eastport MPA. according to the four key characteristics 
Sy~1em Na1urniSG SocialSG Governing Governing 
Provenies Sys1em 
Diversity Moderate Modera1e Moderate High 
Complel<ity Low. Modern1e Low. Modera1e High 
Dynamics Modera1e Low Modera1e 
Scale Modera1e Low Low 
5.3.2. System-TO-be gOI'emed: Socio·ecol1omic system 
Information about the socio-economie SG is largely covered in Chapter 4 in the assessment of 
the Eastport MPA using the ' I-Iow is Your MPA Doing' guidebook. In order to be consistent 
with the natural SG section, however, the characteristics of the socio-economic SG arc presented 
below, in the context of its diversity, complexity. dynamics and scale. 
The Eastport peninsula has a population of approximately 1.500 residents. There is a small 
number of farmers on the peninsula, but most employmenl is provided through fishing, tourism 
and the two fish plants located in Happy Adventure and Salvage. The fishery of the Eastport 
peninsula is small-scale, multi-species, using small boats wilh crew members who arc often 
relatives. Fishing is seasonal, but still the primary occupation for those that undertake it. Many 
who do fish have part time jobs such as carpentry in the non-fishing season. There are 
approximately 40 fishers on the peninsula: most of them arc over 40 years of age. As of 2(){)1, 
there were 46 lobster licenses, but not all of them are operated. Multiple gears arc used in the 
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fishery. ineluding bottom gill nets. longlines, hook and line, and lobster pots. For the lobster 
specifically, most of the fishers lise traditional lobster traps. which they carry in small. open 
boats of approximmely 6-9 m in length (Rowe and Fehham, 2000). The traps arc sci at depths of 
5·10 m for most, but can be 20 m in some cases (Santiseban, 2003). 
There arc a low number of fishers in the area. in part due to many fishers advising their children 
to explore other employmcnt options. A common theme is to encourage these young p(:ople to 
enrol at a university or college. The difficulty of the profession and its economic instability arc 
the two primary reasons for the potcntial discontinuity in the fishing occupation. Overall, the 
lobster fishery. though vital. is a supplementary income for most peninsula fishers (Murray el III .• 
2005) who fish a variety of other species aside from lobster, such as pelagic fishes and crab. 
Tourism and r<.-"Creation arc other sources of employment (DFO. 2007). The peninsula has .3 
number of scenic areas and there arc two beaches around the community of Eastport. There arc 
also numerous bed and breakfast establ ishments, souvcnir shops, motels/resorts. and restaurants 
among the communiti<.-'"S. Ahhough operated seasonally, many of these businesses arc ownt."d by 
residents who live in the area year-round. Despite tourism development. out migration has been a 
problem in the area (DFO, 2007). The current population number is slightly reduced from the 
2001 population of 1.595 (Davis el aI., 2006), in spite or the inllux or retired teachers. 
government workers and artists. This situation creates a moder.ue level of dynamics. but as 
indicated in Table 5.1, the overall socio-economie system of the Eastport MPA is generally low 
in terms or diversity. complexity. and scale. 
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5.3.3. GOI'I:rnillg ~ystem 
. The format ion of the EPLPC was spurred by thc collapse of the groundfish fishery in the eilrly 
I 990s. This led to il greater fishi ng focus on lobstcrs that oncc were supplemcntal (Dilvis el al. , 
2006). A decline WilS soon experienced in lobster populiltions much like the ground fish before it, 
ilnd concern was raised among fishers in the area. The EPLPC WilS fOnlled in 1995 to combilt 
this decline through consultation with a lobster biologist from DFO (Power and Mercer. 2000). 
The EPLPC has representatives from each of the seven peninsulil communities and its primary 
goal is the conservation and protection of local lobster stocks (Rowe and Feltham, 2000). Early 
in the process, it was identified that the harvcsting of undersized ilnd juvenile lobster was one of 
the main threats to the fishery (Blundon, 1999). Most fishers were in favour of stopping this type 
ofhilrvesting. and had milde it their responsibility to educate fellow fishers about the impacts of 
such practices on the future of the lobster fishery. 
Other measures were also introduced to aid in lobster conservation. One of the first measures 
implemented by the EPLPC was the formation of a v-notching program targeting berried 
females. V-notched lobsters were marked by a shallow notch on their tai l (Power and Mercer. 
2000). which allowed for the berried female to be identilied and returned to the ocean when 
caught. The pUf]Xlse of v·notching is the removal of bre(.'"(\ing females from the fishery. which 
would then potentially increase the reproduction of the lobster. 
Another measure was the creation of Iwo no-take zones of about 2.1 kml in 1997 around Duck 
and Round Islands (Rowe and Feltham. 2000). These two areas were considered suitable habitat 
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for lobster. and yiclded high catch rates in the past. as well as a good mix of mature and juvenile 
lobster (Blundon, 1999). The fishers were able to fish the area around these no take zones but not 
within them. The impetus for the zone creation was the need by Eastport fishers to protect their 
livelihoods by fonnally excluding 'outsiders' (those not from thc peninsula) from fishing their 
nearby waters (Blundon, 1999). This was a fonnal exclusion that still exists today. 
Control of the Eastport MPA is in the hands of DFO, but a Steering Committee located on the 
peninsula acts in an advisory role. The Committee was originally fonned to steer the initial MPA 
screening (DFO, 2007), but is still influential in guiding the operation of the MPA today as 
collaboration, consultation and stakeholder participation are strongly advocated (DFO, 2007). 
The responsibilities of the Committee include the representation of stakeholders or constituents, 
providing advice to DFO about MPA management, and encouraging community involvement in 
management of the Eastport MPA (DFO, 2007). 
The Steering Commitlee is structun:d so that it has three levels of member participation: 
stakeholders affected directly by the MPA are activc members; those not affected by thc MPA 
but who may be able to provide assistance or advice are ex-officio members; and interested 
persons or agencies (Eastport Marine Protected Areas, 2008). Representatives from DFO and the 
EPLPC co-chair the Committee. Other current board members arc from a variety of sectors, 
including fishers, tourism_ harbour authority, municipal, fisheries board and governmental 
(Eastport Marine Protected Areas, 2008). In total, in addition to the two co-chairs, there are nine 
voting members and seven ex-officio members. Among the nine voting members five arc EPLPC 
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representatives, two are harbour authorities, one is a municipal representative (joint for all seven 
towns) and the last is from the Road to the Beaches Tourism Association. 
Dro and the Steering Committee have a shared vision for the Eastport MPA. The development 
of regulations for the MPA, for example, was overseen by both parties. They also work 
collaboratively in detennining non-regulatory objectives, and often in consultations with 
stakeholders. and with input from other governmental and non-governmental organizations 
(NGOs) (OFO, 2007). Examples of groups consulted include federal dcpartments such as 
Environment Canada and Parks Canada; provincial departments such as Fisheries and 
Aquaculture. and Natural Resources; and NGOs such as the World Wildlife Fund. The 
regulations were relcast."d for public review on June 18, 2005. 
The set-up of the governing system for the Eastport MPA is rather unique, with the original 
creation of thc no take zones initiated and managed by local fishers. DFO came in at a later 
stage, and while they are responsible for the management of the MPA, the Stecring Committce 
still havc influence ovcr the MPA governance. Having two governing bodies adds to the 
diversity and complexity of the governing system. as shown in Table 5.1. 
5.3,4, GOl'crnillg illlerllctioll.l' 
DFO's approach of the fishers here was an important milestone for the people of the peninsula, 
as distrust of government was common in the area due to previous negative interactions. 
According to the Eastport MPA coordinator, tensions existed due to the past handling of the 
provincial government with respect to the designation of Terra Nova Park in Eastport Peninsula. 
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Many in the area feci that they were not consulted on the decision to establish the park, which 
was a unilater.ll action with [ittle announcement or discussion with local residents. Some of these 
decisions had dirt""Ct impacts on several people, like those who had cabins, woodlots, and 
sawmills in areas that became the park, which they were no longer legally allowoo to use. 
[n the case of the MPA, the positive interaction between DFO and fishers was facilitatoo by the 
friendship many fishers had with the now retired DFO biologist. As the level of trust betwecn thc 
fi shcrs and DFO increased, fishers became more involved in research undertaken in the area 
(Murray el al. , 2005). Thcy participated, for example, in the monitoring and tagging of lobstcr 
populations (Power and Mercer, 2000). They would carry log books when fishing and rt""COrd the 
size and weight of the lobster, in addition to noting the location where the lobster was caught, 
and whether they were harvested or released. This work helped DFO greatly in monitoring thc 
population of lobsters in thcarea. 
The fonnation of the EPLPC illustrates that there has beeri mueh learning and adaptation on the 
part of the fishers of Eastport. Some within the profession realized that their methods of fishing 
wt"Te unsustainable, and thus had decided to change their fishing practices. Currently. it is the 
fishers who arc educating others in the community about conservation, when originally there 
were a small number of fishers who believed in the EPLPC and its work. This learning .and 
adaptation in the community, as well as high level of participation and representation in the 
MPA governance, are positive attributes ofgoveming interactions. 
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Participation in management does not apply to the rest of the community. however. as most 
community members have IimiK-d interaction with the Committee. and thus the MPA. 
lnvolvelllent in the Mi'A from non-fishers is low, despite the exhibited sense ofeommunity by 
several members. It is difficult to gauge whether community members would become involved. 
but current participation and reprt:sentation from non-fishers is minimal and collaboration is 
somewhat lim ited in the area. The lack of collaboration may not be an issue, as the MPA is small 
and does not have many stakeholders with varied interests. Morcover. residents seem to be quite 
proud of the MilA and of the work of the fishers. They have certainly benefit ed from education 
efforts from fishers about marine conservation issues. 
As summarized in Tablc 5.1 , the governing interactions arc highly diverse with various fornls 
being used between groups of stakcholders. Thcy arc also rather complex due to the history of 
negative interaction and the lack of part icipation by some groups. New users of the areas. such as 
tourists and resident art ists. add to the dynamics of these interactions, although scale is less of an 
issue. 
5.4. Discussion and Conclu sion 
Thc assessmcnt summary in Table 5.1 shows that from thc govcmabi lity perspective. sevcrJI 
characteristics of the Eastport MPA help foster governance while others impede it. The low 10 
moderate level of dynamics and scale in the natural and social SO and the OS make it possible 
for the MPA to function and operate according to the stated objcctives. On thc other hands. the 
com plexity in the natural SO and the OS pose significant challeng(:s to govcrnancc. The 
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'success' of the Eastport MPA. as suggested by the effectiveness assessment using ' How is your 
MPA Doing' may be attributed to the high level of goveming interactions among different 
stakeholder groups. Taken together, it is likely that the Eastport MPA is moderately governable, 
which implies that the possibility of sustaining this MPA in the future docs cxist. 
The emphasis of the assessment on system properties is only the first step in understanding 
govemabi lity. According to Chucnpagdee (2011), other criteria such as the 'goodness of fir 
between the instruments and the problem , the responsiveness of the governing mode, as well as 
thc quality of interactions, all playa role in making the system more or less governable. While 
not directly illustrated in this chapter, il can be exp<:ctcd that the relatively good relationship 
between DFO and the Steering Committee, and the various fonns of interactions between 
stakeholder groups, arc likely to contribute to cnhuncing govemability of the Eastport MPA. This 
is further supported by the observution of existing initiatives in Eastport. such as beach clean-
ups, festivals. and volunteer activities. which indicate the importance that fishers, community 
members and the area residents place on the marine environment. 
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Chapter 6 The Coastal Transect Analysis Mod el 
6.1 Introduction 
Thc focus of this chapter is ecosystem complcxity, as ecosystems have increasingly bt.'Cn st'Cn as 
the product of huge numbers of intcr-dctions crcating highly complex areas (Clark and Gcfland. 
2006). As illustrated in Chapter 5, one of the issucs of MPA sustainability is that ecosystems, 
both natural and social components. arc often very complcx. The understanding and 
communication of this complexity, while problematic. is likely to contribute to enhancing 
govemability and sustainability of the MPA. 
Scientists have attempted to deal with the issuc of system complexity through the usc of models 
and tools which can providc stakeholders with some understanding of their environmcnt. This 
chapter presents two typcs of widely employed tools to dcal with ecosystcm complexity, I.e .. 
decision support and communication tools. While the fomler is useful in predicting the impacts 
of management dccisions. thc latter is considered important bt'Cause it helps improve an 
understanding between stakeholders. scientists, and management. The Coastal Transect Analysis 
Model (CT AM) falls in the latter catcgory and is presented here as an example of a simple tool, 
which can assist stakeholders in understanding their environment. Importantly, it can be used to 
facili tate dialogue between stakeholders and decision makers and encourage stakeholders· 
involvement in coastal management. 
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In the following, different decision support and communications tools are reviewed. Next, 
CT AM is described and illustrated using the Eastport case study. The advantages and 
disadvantages of CT AM are discussed at the end of the chapter. 
6.2. Decision Support Tools 
Dccisions in an environmental context are usually multi-faceted, as they involve an array of 
stakeholders with varying goals and priorities (Linkov el a/., 2005). In the context of MPAs, 
Jentoft el al. (2010) suggest that these goals are often contested, especially because they arc not 
explicitly discussed and evenly communicated to all stakeholders. The myriad of factors, such as 
those related to sociopolitical, economic, and environmental considerations, need to be 
accounted for in environmental decision-making. Careful deliberation among stakeholders 
about the different tradeofIs is required (Linkov el a/., 2005; Antunes et al., 2006). Also crucial 
is consideration of values, or what should be honoured, protected, sustained, or devcloped. 
An example of a tool that helps make decisions in complex scenarios is the multi-criteria 
analysis (MCA) (Antunes et (I/.. 2006). MeA is useful for supporting decision-making in an 
environmental context, and in scenarios where a variety of alternative paths are possible. Other 
multi-criteria tools include the multi-criteria decision analysis (MCDA) (Hanandch and El-Zein, 
2010), and the social multi-criteria evaluation (SMCE) (Ganncndia et (II., 2010). MCDA has a 
number of advantages, including the ability to handle difficult deci sion struct ures, especially 
those with conflicting criteria influencing the decision, the ability to account for complex 
criteria, and to help structure the decision making process (Hanandeh and EI-Zein, 2010). 
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SMCE is a tool that emphasizes transparency, and operates in a manner such that issues of 
cthical positions, assumptions, interests, and values are clear from the beginning of the 
participatory process (Gamlcndia el al., 2010). Public participation is a necessary condition of 
this framework. which aligns well with the call for stakeholder participation at thc early stage in 
the decision-making process (Antunes et al., 2006). The SMCE involves combination of 
participatory methods. and includes socio-cultural context, and a cyclic and dynamic evaluation 
procedure. It is also recommended that an application of participatory approaches within the 
SMCE framework accounts for the influence of powerful stakeholders in discussion groups, as 
well as inclusion of non-organized groups (Gannendia et al., 2010). 
6.3. Communication Tools 
The effcctivcncss of scientific research is arguably affected by the difficulty in communicating 
resu lts to the stakeholders who are most able to usc it (Livcnnan. 2008). Many examples exist 
where policy makers have ignored scientific advice. An example at a global scale is the issue of 
climate change. There is a widening gap between the people who make decisions and scienti sts 
(Livennan, 2008). Gaps even exist between scientists, due to increasing specialization. Ideally. 
communication tools are a way of bridging these gaps. Research can be done well and have clear 
implications for future policy. yet be meaningless ifnot communicated well to those affected. 
There are a number of specific obstacles to communication in sciences. Problems common to all 
sciences include the usc of complex and often technical language. presentation of results in 
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inaccessible media, inability to explain scientific uncertainty, and lack of training in 
communication skills (Livennan, 2008). Spceifie disciplincs also havc uniquc problems. 
Livennan (2008), for example, idcntified a numbcr of issues applying specifically to 
environmental geosciences. There is less of a problcm with communication to stakeholders in the 
field duc to thc familiarity of most (oftcn in thc mining or energy industry) with geosciences and 
of some of the technical terms and aspects (Uvennan, 2008). On the other hand, thcrc arc issues 
such as communicating environmental risk, which is also a challenge in other science disciplines. 
One category of communication tools arc models. Models can be used to pn::diet impacts and to 
enable scientists and policy makers to explore scenarios (Olsson and Anderson. 2007). Results 
from these models can then provide the basis for discussion. An advantage of models is thcir 
ability to deal with large amount of data and to produce manageable descriptions of complex 
interactions and proecsscs, in addition to human impacts (Olsson and Anderson, 2007). Models 
may also aid in increasing both public participation and an understanding of the issues among 
stakcholders (Olsson and Anderson, 2007). However, models have a difficult balance in dcaling 
with complex situations without becoming too bogged down with information (Hannah el (If., 
2010). 
Models may ncl.-u to mcet ccrtain criteria to become useful for environmcntal management. 
Among thcm arc user relevancc and friendliness, awareness of the constraints of using models in 
dialogue and the ability to handle these constraints, transparency in dialogue, mutual respect in 
dialogue, a robust institutional network as a prerequisite, and time and elTon (Olsson and 
Anderson. 2007), User relevance is an issue because oftentimes experts present data to a 
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scientific audience fo r which primary data is sufficient. Policy makers and the lay public may, 
however, need morc infonlltltion, or may require infonnation be presented in another way for it 
to be of use (Olsson and Anderson, 2007). Cost is also an important consideration, which is not 
always included in scientific reports. Using models in dialogue can be constraining, as although 
they may inspire stakeholders to act, in some cases it may make groups feel singled out as being 
the cause of an environmental problem (Olsson and Anderson, 2007). Some studies have 
illustrat(."(\ that transparency is crucial for model success, and that stakeholders should understand 
as mw;;h as possible thc parameters and variablcs of the modcl. Experts should attcmpt to explain 
what the model is attempting to accomplish and how it will achieve these goals (Olsson and 
Anderson, 2007). In dialoguc it is also imperative that there be respect and open communication 
between the modellers and the users of the model-derived data. Finally, putting time and effort 
into dialogue is also crucial in ensuring stakcholdcrs both understand and accept infonnation. A 
robust institutional network in the foml of. for example, well functioning political institutions, 
can faci litate this dialogue (Olsson and Anderson, 2007). There arc also factors that may 
influence a users" acceptance of a model or its results, including their own intcrcsts and the 
issucs at stakc, social, educational, and economic background, and trust in the institutions and 
ways of communicating (Olsson and Anderson, 2007). 
Indicators arc an examplc of a communication tool. designed to avoid complex tenllinology and 
illustratc changc so that the results of actions can be shown (Livennan, 2008). An indicator is 
defined as a qualitative or quantitativc mcasureable cluc that can provide infonnation about a 
larger whole (Nardo ('I al., 2008; Hammond, 1995), and consists of a careful selection and 
monitoring of variables that indicate change in complex systems (Liv('"T1llan, 2008). Indicators 
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are useful as they can simplify infonnmion and enhance understanding. The indicators used in 
monitoring environmel1!al conditions arc generally sustainability indicators (Pan and Kao, 2008), 
which aUempt to measure a complex and dynamic environment (Singh et a/., 2008). Indicators 
are mainly of two types, individual and composite. Composite indicators are individual 
indicators synthesized into a single index (Nardo ('/ al., 2008). 
The DPSIR (drivers-pressures-state-impacts-responses) framework has also been proposed as a 
tool for improving communication both betwecn scientists, and betwecn policy makers and 
stakeholders (Stuan el al. , 2008). Drivers, or driving forces, can be in economic, social, or 
environmental fom} and exen pressures on the environment These pressures cause the state of 
the cnvironment to change, <lnd lead to impacts which then are responded to by society. These 
responses feed into driving forces as the framework is a loop (Stuan et (II., 2008). One of the 
strengths of the DPS IR framework is that it does a good job of illustrating direct relationships 
between society and the environment, allowing for these communication channels to be open. On 
thc other hand, the model has been criticized as being too simple to capture system dynamics. 
among other complex aspects of system interrelations. Nonetheless. the framework has been 
eommonly used in indic<ltor development, assessments, model and system conceptualization, and 
research programme structuring (Stuan et a/ .. 2008). 
The final aspect of a communication tool is visualization, which is recognized nowadays as an 
effective method to communicate infonnation (Chen et a/., 2005). Visualization ean be an 
approximate to reality or abstract components trom the real world, which arc rcpresented as 
needed. Abstract components arc useful for understanding goo-phenomena. goo-objccts. and the 
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spatial relationships between them (Chen cl (1/" 2005). Visualizations can also be in two 
dimensions (2 0 ), such as on a traditional cartographic map. 20 visualizations can increase 
knowledge of patterns and distribution of goo-phenomena as well as thcir spatial relationships 
(Chen el (1/ .• 2005). For many uscrs. howcvcr. a level of intcrprt.1ation is nc(:ded with 20 
visualizations, which can be avoided with 30 systcm that provides more realistic views of the 
world (Chen cl (11 .. 2005). 
6.4. Coasta l Tra nsect.A mdysis Modcl (crAM) 
This thesis employs a CTAM as a oommunication tool about complexity of Eastport MPA. 
CT AM is a simple. online tool that can be used to aid stakeholders in understanding and 
describing their natural and human systcms (Chucnpagdec ('1 a/.. 2010). It is descriptive. 
featuring an interactivc intcrfacc, which allows users to enter data about their region and then 
compare it to other regions around the world. These user-dcfin(:d data include physical 
descriptions. habitat types and resources, coastal activities including fi shing. managcment 
approaches and tools, and issues and challenges facing the arca (Chuenpagd(:e er (1/., 20 10). The 
final output ofthc model is a rcpresentation ofthc entcn:d infonnation as an 'imagc' of the area, 
consisting of a sct of recognizable icons. 
6.4.1. CrAM Backgrolilid ,/lid Del"('/opmel1l 
Similar to marine ecosystems. coastal zont.""S arc diverse. complex. and dynamic systems with 
processes that operate at various scales (Chucnpagdec el a/. 2008). The relations between 
components in these t.'Cosystems are difficult to understand, and approaches such as Integrated 
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Coastal Zone Management ( lelM) have been used to deal with this complexity (Chucnpagdcc (!f 
(I/.. 2(06). The goul of lelM is to support the susllIinablc development of coastal waters and 
nearby lands (Kay C/ lIf .• 2006). 
Different upproach<."S and tools arc used in combination to achieve this goaL including technical 
lools such as remote sensing, assessment tools, economic tools. community-based tools, and 
stakeholder engagement tools (Chucnpagdcc el al., 2006). Stakeholder involvement is 
recognized as a critical aspect of the [elM process. Difficulties in implementation arc often 
attributed to the diversity of background, professional experience, education, and world views 
stakeholders hold (Kay CI al., 2006). Stakeholder engagement tool s help illuminate and integrate 
stakeholder experiences. opinions, and skills into the process (Kay ('1 (II .• 2006). S)X-"Cifie tool 
selection docs requi re trade-oiTs, however (Chuenpagdee ('1 al .• 2010). For instance. 
comprehensive and sophisticated tools may be needed to address oomplcxity and uncertainty, but 
high data requirements may limit the amount of users. Less oomprehcnsive and data intensive 
tools may be useful to a broader user group, but lack analytical power. CTAM belongs to the 
s<..'COnd category, although it is oonsidered useful as a method of initiating discussions among 
stakeholders, and between stakehold<..TS, scientists and government. 
CTAM models can be developed by individuals or through a group exercise and participatory 
process (Chuenpagd<.."C c/ al., 2010). They enable stakeholders to learn about their coastal 
ecosystem, and when used in the decision making process. allows stakeholders to engage in 
coastal planning and promote a mediated engagement between stakeholders (Kay 1:1 al .. 2006). 
CTAM is based upon earlier work by Pauly and Lightfoot (1992), who introduced a mcthod of 
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comparing coastal arcas through cross-section analysis (Chuenpagdec el (II. , 2006). Thc tool is 
divided into two phases. Phase I is a basic, dcscriptivc model for general users, while Phase II is 
a more advanced model that asks for additional quantitative infomJation about the coastal area. 
In the model. the coast is divided into six ·transects: from coastal upland. lowland. intertidal. 
inshore, offshore, to high seas. Data is entered into Phase I of CT AM over the course of six 
pages, each of which contains multiple data options. On each page, users will make choices 
about their area, which will then be interactively represented by icons at the middle of the page 
On the first page, users describe the landward and seaward sections of their coast. This is 
followed by their coastal area's bottom type. and then by descriptions of habitats. fishing 
aetivitics, and other activities and management measures. CT AM Phase II is set-up differently 
than Phase I. Rather than selecting their answers from multiple choices, users must input data, 
usually in the fonn of weighted perccntages, dealing with habitats, fishery infonnation like the 
number of boats and crew, catches, boat ownership, and crew origin. 
At the end of the data entering at either phase, a figure will appear with all of the users entered 
data. The Phase I figure is 20, while the Phase II figure has a bit of depth, resembling 2.5 0 
representation. Un like the static mode displayed in Phase I. some animation is enabled in Phase 
II to represent changes in the ecosystem with various activities and management options. For 
instance, impacts of some bottom-tending gears like trawls arc shown as a reduction of school of 
fish in the sea. It is also possible to see flows of fish, income and job in coastal communities, 
with the size and directions of thesc flows represented by the thickness and aITOW heads, 
respectively. 
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The created CTAM models arc saved onto a database and can be viewed by other users, but arc 
protected from modification by a password given to the original creator of the model. This 
password can be used to modify existing CTAM models. as they can be adjusted after the initial 
completion by the original users when. for instance, more infomlation becomes available or 
when changes in the ecosystem occur. 
6.4.1. CTAM Analysis o/the Eastport Peninsllia 
CT AM models were developed for the Eastport peninsula 10 illustrate the complexity of the 
ecosysh::m in four communities. Based on the properties of the natural system assessed using the 
govemability assessment framework (Chapter 5), a transect of 2km was chosen as an appropriate 
width for the four communities (BurnsidclSt. Chad·s. Eastport. Salvage and Happy Adventure). 
All areas have similar habitat/resource characteristics. with rocky bottoms and steep slopes. 
There is also a shared lack of coastal characteristics such as a small upwelling. The main 
differences in these areas are the activi ties. Eastport docs not have many fishers. but serves as a 
hub for the rest of the peninsula with many services located within it. Happy Adventure and 
Burnside/SI. Chad's have ports and a ferry service. Happy Adventure also has a fish plant, a trait 
it shares with Salvage. All four communities have some degree of coastal tourism, with Salvage 
being voted by Mc Lean's magazine in recent years as One of the ten most scenic communities in 
Canada. 
Fishcrit.'S in Burnside/St. Chad's, Salvage. and Happy Adventure arc small-scale and inshore. 
Common gears used in all communities include gill nets, hook and line. longline, and lobster 
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pots. Species fished arc lobster. snow crab, capel in, herring. seal, cod, and mackerel. Salvage and 
Happy Adventure typically have the highest eateh by landed weight. In 2007. for example. 
Salvage reported a landed wcight of about 2,535 tonncs of various ground fish , pelagic fi shes, 
crustaceans, and marine mammals. Happy Advcnture and BumsidclSt. Chad's reported 
approximately 1,867 and 811 tOlmes. respectively. 
For CT AM Phase II, similar flows were generated in all communitics except Eastport due to the 
lack of a strong fishing presence. All crew arc local and are often family members or friends. 
Some of the fish is sold locally. but the majority is exported to markets in the U.S. 
The figun:s below arc an illustration of the CTAM processes and results of Phase II , using the 
example of the community of Salvage. Figures 6.1 and 6.2 arc included to show the type of data 
required for this phaseofanalysis. 
Figure 6.1 : Existing habitat s/resources of Salvage. Newfoundland. 
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The top of the screen shows several tabs, each of whieh contains one CT AM Phase II page. 
Infonnation about existing habitats and resources is taken from the data input in Phase I. In other 
words, only those identified in Phase I will be 'enabled' for data about 'productivity/size' in 
Phase II (last column in Figure 6. 1). As shown in this figure, the types of habitats and resources 
in Salvage area do not contribute to high level of productivity. This infonnation wi!l be faetorc<l 
in the analysis of impacts and flows at the later stage. 
- ";', 
Figure 6.2: Fishl."TY type and production for Salvage 
Figure 6.2 is related to the seoond tab (page) of Phase II. It illustmtes the type of fishery 
occurring in Salvage, in addition to production. Similar to the above, for fishing activities 
indicated in Phase I. users wi!l be asked to provide percent a!location of catch, values, number of 
fishing vessels and number of crew. In this example, there is no large-scale fishery in Salvage, 
thus the cells for these fisheries arc shown as zero. Production and the number of fishers vary 
between the thn::c oommunili(:s. Salvage both has the highest production and value. in addition to 
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the largest number of fishers among the communities. Eastport differs from the others with 
minim3l production 3nd a low number of fishers. 
Figure 6.3 is the resulting CTAM output for S3lv3ge, gencr3ted from the data t3bles shown in the 
3bove figures. The grecn 3TrOWS indic3te the flow of l3bour, which illustmte thm in S3lvage all 
fi shcrs working in inshore and offshore arc small-scale and local. Bluc arrows show the flow of 
fish , and in this C3se, 3S in other communities, most of the fish is exported outside of 
Newfoundland. Finally. the yellow arrows indicate cash flow, which is conccntmlt:d towards 
fishers and fish plant workers in the communities. 
Figure 6.3: Interactions and flows in Salvage 
6.5. Discussion and Conclusion 
Complexity is a difficult aspt.:ct of ecosystems, and insufficient understanding of it implies the 
inability to dcvelop infonned and appropriatc policies (Gannendia el (1/., 2010). Coastal areas 
have long been affected by inappropriatc managemcnt decisions, as well as by many solutions 
which negk·ct complex socio-ecological issues and the assortment of actors involved (Gannendia 
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1'1 al. , 2010). Ecosystem complexity not only adds to the dif!iculty in understanding the natural 
und social systems, but also creates complcx govcrning systems, with scvcral governmcntal 
resource management agencies dealing with the complexity (Ascher, 2001). Complexity can be 
approached in a couple of different ways, e.g. making jurisdictional adjustments so that they 
corn:'spond to ecosystem boundaries, increasing the amount of coordination, and combining of 
multiple information sources (Ascher. 2001). Some managers, however, dcal with this challenge 
by applying the same broad regulations to all scenarios, despite what may be needed for a 
purticular urea (Ascher, 2001). This traditional reductionist approach can only partially deal with 
ecosystem complcxity arising from large numhers of components, interactions, and spatio-
temporal dynamics (Borja 1'1 (If., 20(8). In the past, there had been :I rush towards solutions, and 
an oversimplification of issues such as ecosystem integrity (De Lco and Levin. 1997). [t is 
believed, fo r instance, that only 6% of current environmental objectives center on ecosystem 
complexity (Arkema 1'1 (II., 2006). 
The insufficient emphasis on complexity may be due to the lack of appropriate tools. Tools arc 
either tOO sophisticated or too simplc .. Yet, it is argut"ti thaI simple tools likc CTAM arc useful in 
pernlittillg stakeholders of varying backgrounds, in addition to managers and scientists, to 
collaborate on and discuss the impacts of various activities in their area (Chuenpagdee 1'1 (/1 .. 
2010). It fills the need for a user-friend ly alternative to data intensive software that requires 
powerful computer system and modeling capabi lities (Chuenpagdee c/ al., 2006). The aim of 
CTAM is not for an in-depth :lnalysis of the system, but it docs allow for a basic analysis and 
comparison of different systems. which arc crucial first steps in generating a common 
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understanding of the coastal area imd initiating dialogue among stakeholders (Chuenpagdee el 
a/,,2010). 
As a web-application, CTAM has advantages and disadvantages. It is open access and can be 
easily updated to accommodate system dynamics. Models can be created as often as rcquin."'() to 
capture the dynamics, and thus can be used to monitor changes. It is seen as a learning and 
communication tool more so than decision-suppan tool due to its lack of predictive capabil ity. 
Yet, it enables stakeholders to explore simple palicy and regulatory scenarios. Because the 
analysis is based on inputs from users. some validation and detennination of data quality is 
required, This, and the fact that it is online database, implies high level of maintenance from the 
pan of the software developer, which may be costly and time consuming. Finally, a stand-alone 
application (not web-based) may be necessary for coastal communities that have no access to 
internet. 
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Chapter 7 Stewardship for MfA Sustainability: A Community Perspective 
7.1. Introd uction 
In response to the problems facing MPAs establishment and sustainability, various initiatives and 
research efforts have bl'Cn implemcnted. Onc cxample of such an initiative is the 'How is your 
Mr A DoingT framework (Pomeroy Cl aI, 2004). discussed in the previous chapter, which 
evaluatcs the effectiveness of MPAs. Although evaluated on four dimensions of sustainability. 
the framework does not put an emphasis on factors contributing to MPA sustainability. As 
argued by Christie cl ul. (2009). sustaining MPAs beyond the projcct lifetime is one oflhe key 
challenges faced by governments and organizations supporting the establishmenl of the MPAs. 
TIle widespread usc of the stewardship concept, as written in Chapter 2. suggests that it is an 
important aspect that may contribute to MPA sustainability. Yet, there is little research on 
practical application of this concept. One hypothesis is that Ihis may be bccause the tenn 
stewardship is often USl-U interchangeably with sustainability. Since sustainability is elosel y 
related with sustainable development, while stewardship is not, there is an argument for a careful 
cxamination of the stewardship concept, specifically in the context ofMI'As. 
In the following an argument is made as to why stewardship is important to MI'A sustainability. 
Ncxt. an overview of the existing uses of the tenn stewardship through a literature review is 
provided. Finally. it is illustrated how to elicit what stewardship means and how it can bc related 
to environmental sustainability using the exercise conducted in Eastport. 
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7.2. Why Stewards hip? 
Stewardship is often presented in relation to the commonly-known concept of sustainahilily. An 
example is Canada's Oceans Strategy where stewardship has been used in the promotion of 
public awareness about sustainability of oceans and coasts (OFO. 2005). Under the Strategy. 
oceans stewardship entails "aeting responsibly 10 conserve the oceans and their resources for 
present and future general ions" (OFO. 2(05). The documenl defines stewardship in Ihe conlcxl 
of ensuring Ihat resources arc managed wisely and the oceans arc prolected for future 
generations. The involvement of citizens and participation in environmental initialives arc also 
stressed. While the tenn stewardship is introduced, the actual implementation of the Strategy 
draws more from sustainability. There is. however. a brief mention of how ocean stewardship 
can be promoted. namely through education, research, improved access to infonllation. and on-
ground activities (OFO, 2005). 
Other examples of how stewardship concept is used arc from business and environmental 
sectors. For instance, many organizations, including the World Business Council for Sustainable 
Development and the National Religious Partnership for the Environment, recognize that 
stewardship has value in helping to achieve sustainability (EPA, 2005). It has been 
acknowledged as significantly helpful in protecting both human and environmental health. and 
has been suggested as a possible solution to problems arising from globalization and 
exploitation. Organizations have also been developing methods of becoming 'greener' and the 
creation of a stewardship agenda has been recognized as a key step in sustainability 
(Anonymous, 2008). For example, under a stewardship agenda, Time Inc. a magazine publisher, 
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incorporated a zero waste policy in its kitchens whereby organic wastes are shipped for 
composting. 
With an incrcasc in public participation in cnvironmcntal planning, monitoring and decision 
making in recent years, stewardship is also being linked with community-based management 
(Conrad and Daoust, 2007). Civic engagement has becn proposed as a method of detailing the 
problems associat""(f with environmental stewardship programs (Shandas and Messer, 2008). 
Community involvement has been positive in some cases with MPAs. Apo Island in the 
Philippines, for instance, is considered a "poster child" for successful community-based MPAs 
(Jameson 1'1 af., 2002). The Apo Island MPA was established in 1985 and has since been 
operating primarily without external support (White and Vogt, 2000). Its purpose is 
conservation, in addition to protection fTOm extraction and other dangerous activities. Although 
much of the literature on community involvement focuses on developing countries, Canada is no 
different. An example ofa similar MPA success story in Canada is the Eastport MPA. which is a 
unique example in Canadil of an Mi' A driven by efforts at the community level (Charles and 
Wilson, 2009). Prior to thc MPA establishment, fishers were ilclively involv,,"(f in conservation 
effons on the peninsula, and, as previously described, they initiated MPA tillks with DFO. 
Botli the Alpo Island MPA and the Eastport MPA excmplify successfully manugc<l MPAs Ihal 
feature community involvement. Lessons from these MPAs support the proposition thut coastal 
issues cannot be resolved without stakeholders taking ownership and responsibility for 
environmental issues (Ellsworth el lIf, 1997). They ure ulso evidence of how community 
involvement in the decision making process can be positively correlated with the future sucet:ss 
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of an MP A (Pollnac. 200 I). While there are also examples of successful top-down approaches to 
management, the success of MPAs can be improved with local stakeholder participation 
(Martinez,2008). 
Parallel to how stewardship is used in the context of sustainabi lity. a simi lar trend exists in the 
fisheries context with the teml subsistence. Schumann and Macinko (2007) employ literature 
research to produce a typology of definit ions to detemline what subsistence means. Their study 
shows that subsistencc is related to sustaining livelihoods. sharing, social and cultural 
institutions, and a systcm of food production and distribution. Thcy also distinguish between 
standard and colloquial use of the tenn. Based on their findings , they reinforce thc proposition 
for thc involvement of local communitics in defining tenns that may contain specific aspects that 
resonate wcll in certain contexts. 
Stcwardship may not bc a solution for environmcntal problems and may not guarantee MPA 
success. yet many advantages can be gained from the concept. including the ideas of 
responsibility and awarcness for the environment (Attfield. 1991). This contrasts with the 
classical way in which ecosystems arc viewed, i.e., as a pyramid with humans at the top, drawing 
resources from the base as is our 'right' (Bundy ('I (il.. 2008). A morc broad vicw such as 
stewardship may bc needed. onc that recognizcs the inherent and intrinsic value ofnaturc and is 
not 'people ccntric' (Worrell and Appleby, 1999). In this sense. stewardship aligns well with the 
emerging 'interactivc governance' perspectivc (Kooiman ('I al. 2005), which emphasizes. among 
other things. peoplc's underlying motivations and cognitivc processes as images. values. and 
principles (Kooiman and Jcntoft. 2009). 
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7.2.1 Sle\\·(lrd~·"jp backgrollnd 
The word stewardship originates from the tenn 'sty-ward . referring to a person who looks after 
fann animals (Worrell and Appleby, 1999). As early as the patristic period (100-450 AD). 
stewardship, or the belief that people are entrusted to preserve the earth's beauty and fruitfulness, 
has been evident (Attfield, 1991). In a religious context, the tenn has Christian origins and 
appeared in the Old Testament of the Bible, which states that stewardship is a moral tradition in 
which 'wild creatures' are seen as valuable in and ofthcmselvcs, and humans have an obligation 
to earc for the earth (Attfield, 1991). 
Additionally, stewardship has been suggested to have origins in some aboriginal groups (Worrell 
and Appleby, 1999), along with a history in philosophy (Worrell and Appleby, 1999), where it 
has bt'Cn used in tenllS of responsible resource usc. In North America the earliest practitioners of 
stewardship were ahoriginal groups, many of whom continue to practice it today (EPA, 2005). 
Over the past few decades the tenn has been modernized and suggested as a possihle way of 
describing an "'environmental"' or "Iand ethic"' as well as an ethie that governs interactions and 
attitudes towards the environment (Worrell and Appleby, 1999). More recent definitions refer 10 
stewardship as "'the careful and responsible managcment of somcthing cntrusted to one's care" 
(EPA, 2005, p. 10). While there arc several examples of how the lenn implies, the usage of the 
concept is context specific, and neither the precise definition nor details of what it means arc 
gIven. 
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If it is not clearly defined or operationalized, what then is the utility of a tenn such as 
stewardship? Some people disagrce that it is a worthwhile concept from an environmcntal 
perspective (Worrcll and Appleby, 1999), even when clearly defined. They arguc that the tenn 
oonveys values based upon its rcligious origins which may be oontentious. Sp(:"cifically, if 
humans were to own the cnvironment, or have control over it , it may lead to the oonclusion that 
we can act in our own best inten:"Sts rather than that of the environment (Worrell and Appleby, 
1999). Further, we may act in a controlling manner, believing oursclvcs separate from the 
environment and the species in it (Worrell and Applcby, 1999). Most management philosophies 
infer some sort of control or ownershi p of the environment, however, so stcwardship is not alone 
in being criticized for this. An exam ple is management from a sustainability perspective. If it is 
agreed that P(:ople arc going to be managing rl""SOurCt:s in some capacity, the problenls of impl ied 
ownership, control , and power willlikcly be present regardless of the philosophy (Jentoft, 2007). 
Even sustainable management, for example, is human-ccntric and places cmphasis on future 
generations (Worrell and Appleby, 1999). 
7,3. Stewa rdship Li tera tu re Review 
The identification of who uses the tenn stewardship, and in what oontext, was conducted through 
an extensive search and revicw of published journal articles and documents available on 
governmental and organizational web sites. Ke}v:ords used in the search engine were "steward:' 
"stewardship," or "environmental stewardship'", often used in combination with '"environment," 
"coastal'", and "marine," given the focus on MPAs. For each document using the tern] 
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stewardship, a record was made of whether or not a definition was provid<,'d, In alJ cases. 
keywords ust.'d to refer to stewardship, as well as the context of the word. were recorded. 
The literature search nelted over 250 documents from a variety of sources with diverse origins. 
ranging in date from 1978 to the prt."St.'I1t (Table 7.1). As the table shows. a very low percentage 
of the documents (a total of about 11%) define stewardship in any manner. Common words and 
phrases associated with the tenn include management, protection and conselVation, participation, 
future generations. community, volunteerism, and public awareness. These keywords wcre either 
used in combination with the word stewardship or in the actual definition when given. In many 
journal articles. stewardship was often used in the context of community involvement and 
education, as well as in participatory decision-making. Future generations and long-Ienll 
considerations were also discussed. For many governments and international organizations, 
stewardship was frequently referred to in the context of safeguarding or protecting the marine 
environment. or reaching sustainability goals. The key words. along with percentages of their 
appearance and the sources where they are fou nd, arc shown in Table 7.2. Key phrases include 
futurc generations, conseIVation and protection. volunteerism, education, management. 
collaboration and communication. participation. leadership, and community. 
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Table 7.1: Summary of stewardship search results 
Source Number of NumbC'rthatdefined 1ainoriginsofsources 
articles stewardship(% in 
brackets) 
Journal Anicle III 11(7.6) 
GO\'cmmelH 43 7(16.3) 
Brochure/Document 
Government Research 26 4(15.4) 
'OPO" 
Fisheries Organizations 23 2(8.7) 
II 2 (6.5) 
OthersJBooks.Gray 4(36.4) 
Literature] 
Totals 266 30 {I 1.3) 
pecan & Coastal ManagenK"lH. Erwironmemal 
ManagemelH. Journal of Environmental 
Managemem. Marinc Policy 
anadian. American. Australian go'"ernmem 
rochuresandwebsites 
'OAA Progress Repon (US). I'edcral MPA 
trategy(Canada) 
onhwest Atlantic Fisheries Organization (NAFO). 
oodFishandAlIiedWorkers(I'I'AW). 
mernation.aICouncilforExplorationoftheSea 
ICES) 
uSlralian MarineConseryation Society. Ocean 
onservaocy. ~larineConSCT\'ationSociety 
In general, conservalion and protection were common keywords. appearing in most documents. 
Accepted in all definitions ofstcwardship was that humans have a global responsibili ty to protect 
and conserve the environment. Present in fewer documcnts but still prominent was volunteerism. 
A study on volunteers engaged in environmental stcwardship programmcs found that helping the 
environment and learning werc the primary initial motivations for volunteer activity (Ryan Cf al. 
2001). Participants in thc study also indicat(."(\ an incrcase in their environmental concern over 
the coursc ofthc activity (Ryan el ai, 2001). Another interesting key phrase is future generations, 
which is used to cxpress concern about the impact that their activitk'S have on futurc gcncflltions. 
In this contcxt. gencrous intcrgenCTutional decision making can suggest a high lcvel of 
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stewardship (Wade-Benzoni el (II., 2008). Any decisions made with an understanding of the 
effects on natural resource bases or global wanning and a focus on long-tcnn rather than short-
lenn gain, for example, illustrates concem for future generations. 
Table 7.2: Key word percentages and source 
Source/Keyword Journal Gov 
Conservat ion 
and Protect ion 
Community 
Collaboration 
Communkation 
Management 
Participation 
Generations 
Education 
Voluntecrism 
I.eadership 
Article Brochure! 
/)Qcument 
Gov Fisheries 
Kesearch Org 
Report 
NGOs Others 
Present 
R3.R 
58.6 
53.2 
35.1 
33.6 
33.2 
31.7 
19.2 
10.6 
Education has been used to specifically promote environmental stewardship and community 
involvement in management (Mow e/ aI, 2007). It may also allow for the creation of moral 
citizens through the teaching uf children about sustainability issues (Watson el lIl, 2009). 
Managenlent is another common keyword associated with stewardship, especially in govemment 
documents and in the busim::ss community. The adoption of responsible environmental 
management practices in many finns, for example, reflects a consideration for environmental 
impacts in decision-making (Khanna el al. 2007). 
Collaborative planning has em(.-rged during the past decade as a prescriptive tool in 
environmental management (Sdin el af, 2000). The essence of collaborative stewardship is 
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inclusion and interaction. and making joint decisions through consensus (Keough and 81alula. 
2005). Additionally, these collaborations should not be lim ited by time, but be ongoing (Keough 
and Blahna, 2005). The tenns communication and collaboration arc combined in Table 7.2. as 
without good communication, collaboration b(.'Comes nearly impossible (Hennans el ai, 2007). 
Lcadership is also oftcn highlighted in stewardship documents, typically in the context of 
community involvement. It is frequent ly of a voluntary nature, and arises from altruistic motives 
such as concern about others in a community (Bono et ai, 2010). Finally. public participation in 
moni toring and other environmental initiatives has been increasing over the past few years 
(Conrad and Daoust, 2008). Community part icipation in environmental stewardship is stressed in 
Canada and internationally (Conrad and Daoust, 2008). 
Stewardship can ditTcr slightly depending upon the context used. Stewardship used in 
combination with education ditTcrs from thc tenn associated with leadership. In some 
circumstances. stewardship is a principle by which to conduct a persons' life; in others, it is a 
goal with specific objectives. In an education context, for example, stewardship is often 
incorporated to influence bcliefs, values, intentions. action ski lls and behaviours towards specific 
cnvironmental activities (Siemcr, 200\). The goal is to instil a sense of environmental 
responsibility and knowledge among students. 
7.3./. Slc\\'ardship Usc Comparisoll 
In addi tion to Canada and the United States, which have already been referred to, other countries 
also uti lize the concept in their environmental policies and discussions. In all cases. there arc 
differences in how the tenllS arc used and incorporatt:d. Canada and the US, for example. both 
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highlight it as important, yet the US is more activc in dcfining it and attcmpting to implement it. 
Canudu often defines it in combinution with educution und uwureness, und the implementution is 
simibr to sustuinubility. The US hus stuted difficulty in measuring or implemcnting the concept, 
but do attempt un in-depth defini tion, as providcd curlicr in this thesis. Australia's use of 
stewardship is similar to Canuda's in thut the concept is highlighted but not alwuys defined or 
operutionulized. The Environmental Stewurdship Strategic Framework (2007), un environmentul 
frmnework established for Australia, hus outlined objectives und guiding prineiplcs for the 
Frumework, but docs not directly define what environmental stewardship meuns. The objective 
of the Framework is to "maintain and improve the condition und extent of targeted high value 
environmentalussets on privute land" (Environmentul Stewurdship Stmtegie Fmmcwork, 2007, 
p.6). It provides, however, some guiding principles, which include involving voluntury 
participation, using milrket-bilsed upproaches, und making paymcnts for active environmental 
mmmgemcnt among others (Environmental Stewardship Strategic Framework, 2007). 
In the UK, stewardship is often used in the context of agriculture. Thc agri-environmental 
movement in the UK began in the mid-1980s, and has implcmenh::-d a number of schemes since 
that time (Hodge and Reader, 2010). These schemes arc mcchanisms by which those involved in 
land manugement can be given incentive to manage their land in a particulilr manner. The 
purpose of th(:se seht..-mes in the UK context was to contribute to introduced or continued 
agricultural production practices, providing un udequute income for fanners, and following 
requirements to conserve natural habitat (Hodge und Reader, 2010). The first schemc 
incorporuting the teml stewardship was the 'Countl)'side Stewardship Scheme ' in 1992 (Dobbs 
and Pretty. 2008). lis purpose WilS to "protect and enhunee vulued lundscapcs and habitats, and 
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improve the public enjoyment of the countryside" (Dobbs and Pretty. 2008. p.766). In 2005. an 
. Environmental Stewardship' scheme was implemented. comprising of an Entry Level. and a 
Higher Level Stewardship (Hodge and Readcr, 2010). Environmcntal stewardship is. howevt.:r, 
not defined in any of thl"Se cases. The UK is, in effect, the opposite case of the US, as they 
implement but do not define the concept of stewardship. 
7.12. Measuring Siell'ard.l'hip 
Given the lack of proper definition about what stewardship means, measuring it is unavoidahly 
difficult (EPA, 2005). Some efforts exist, however. like in the US where some agricultural 
scientists have sought to measure stewardship through a 'Stewardship Index. which considers 
factors that arc most relevant to stewardship. The index includl"S 15 proposed metrics under the 
broad themes of people (human rl"SOurces and community involvement). planet (air quality. 
biodiversity and ecosystenls, energy usc, greenhouse gas emissions. nutrients, packaging, 
pesticides, water quality and water usc), and profit (green procurement. fair price and incentives) 
(McJntyre, 201O). 
There Me few evaluation frameworks for stewardship. One example is a study by Clark and 
Macer (2008). which focust:d on stewardship in the context of the Heritage Lottery Fund (HLF). 
The HLF is a UK organization that distrihutes funds to heritage projects in the country. Here. 
heritage is defined as anything we value, have inheritt.-d or want to pass on to future generations. 
It may include cultural (museums and historic buildings) or natural (landscapes and 
biodiversity), in uddition to intangible aspects like language (Clark and Macer, 2008). There are 
various programml"S offert.--d under the HLF that groups can apply to receive funding. and un 
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evaluation framework has been developed to assess their benefit and impa!;t (Clark and Macer, 
2008). The framework consid!;rs three dimensions, i.e., intrinsic values, which include 
stewardship, instrumental benefits, and institutional values (Clark and Macer, 2008). In thi s case, 
stewardship is defined in the context of conservation or heritage management, which entails 
looking after or managing a heritage. TIlC measuring of stewardship involves identifying what 
HLF has done for the heritage and how well this goal has been achieved. The three aspects of 
stewardship evaluated under this framework include heritage inputs and outputs, conservation 
quality, and public perceptions of stewardship (Clark and Macer, 2008). 
Overall, stewardship is a problematic word to evaluate. Rather than attempting to measure it, it 
may be more appropriate to start with understanding what the tcnn means. The following is an 
example of an exercise about how to define stewardship and what it may mean to local 
communities 
7.4. Community's perspective 0 11 stewardship: Eastport d ialogue 
The ·Eastport Dialogue on Stewardship' was a small exercise conducted to illustrate an initial 
step in obtaining the communities perspectives on what stewardship meant and how it related to 
what was going on in the area, including the MPA. The invitation to participate in the dialogue 
was a prinh::d announcement posted in public pla!;es in the communities, as well as verbally 
through the existing networks. The dialogue took place at the Beaches Heritage Centre. in the 
town of Eastport, from 4-6 pm on Septcmbt..'T 30, 2010. The dialogue was attendt..'d by eight 
people, including area residents, staffs of the Beaches Heritage Centre, a national park officer, 
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and the MPA community coordinator, from the peninsula towns or Happy Adventure and 
Eastport, as well as residents of the nearby community of Glovertown. 
Through a faci litated roundtable process, participants were first asked to provide any keywords 
that came to their mind, which represented what stewardship meant to them. These keywords 
were written on a flipchart as they were suggested. for the general discussion that followed. 
Next, the part icipants were asked to discuss and make a short list of listed keywords that they felt 
were more relevant to their arcas. Following this, they were instruclt:·d to indicate, for each 
selCCIt .. 'd keyword, what questions could be best used to capture and assess the stewardship level 
of a community. These questions were later used to fonn the basis to develop 'stewardship 
indicators' for the area. 
About 40 keywords were listed in the first round of deliberation. Seven ke)'\l-'ords wcre selected 
by consensus among participants as the most relevant in the second round (Table 7.3). The 
questions identified by the participants of the dialogue that best captur,,'d stewardship keywords 
in the context of Eastport are also shown in Table 7.3. 
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Table 7.3: Keywords associated with stewardship in Eastport and assessment questions. Note 
thaI thcse keywords arc listed as Ihcy wcre discussed. and not by any priorilized order. 
Questions Associated keywords 
I) What percentage of !he community members are engaged in Volunteerism 
vo]unteerism?Whatproportionarcunder50? 
2) How many vo]untecr organizations are there in the community'! 
What types of organizations'! 
3) Arl: there special discounts for seniors to attend events (e,g. 
half·priceticket for people over 60 to sec a sbow)? 
Respectforeldcrly 
4)Arethe]eadersinthecommunitye~periencedandeducated? Leadership 
5) Does the town have a K·12 school? Future Generations 
6) What is the recreation/activity level of the wmmunity? Recreation/Outdoor e~perience 
(Represcnted by number of trails, tennislbasketball courts. all 
tcrrainl'chicleprcsencc,etc.) 
7) Is there evidence ofto\m planning? Is the town ger>erally Tidiness/Order 
clean/tidy? 
8) Does !he town host regular festival s/community gatherings that Community spirit 
ce1cbrate the culture and hcritageofthe area'! 
The dialogue also contained an open discussion ubout the two concepts, sustainability and 
stewardship. Aftcr the deliberation about stewardship as described above, the group wus usked to 
discuss the differences bctwcen stewardship and sustainability. and which of the two tenTIS they 
perceived us most needed. They ull ugreed thut there were differences between the two teons, 
und highlighted the importance of sustainubility fTom an economic stundpoint. Although 
sustainability was considered important, the group believed u person or community could not 
truly be sustainable without first having a high level of stewurdship. Th is sense of stewurdship 
would then lcad to communities acting sustainably. A linkage between the two tenTIS was 
idcntified by the group, with stcwardship emphasized as being the broader of the two terms. 
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7.5. Discussion and Concl usion 
Tablc 7.1 illustratcs that stcwardship is onen not defined in depth in the literature. Onc 
hypothcsis is that an assumption may have heen made ahout thc gcneral familiarity of the word. 
whieh is then though to be well understood and need no clarification (Worrcll and Applehy. 
1999). Vagueness exists, even when thc definition is attempted. Given the complexity of the 
teon suggested by the many keywords associated with it , shown both in the literature search and 
in the community dialogue, it is not surprising that many find the stewardship concept difficult to 
understand and operationalize. The issue then may not be with the lack of definition. hut rather 
that the teon is too broad and too vague to succinclly define, let alone to he used in any applied 
The concepts of stewardship and sustainahility can he linked to the poverty alleviation and 
conservation debate. Historically, any kind of development or poverty alleviation was secn in 
contrast to conservation goals (Larsen , 2006). Over the past 50 years. however, arguments for 
whether conservation and poverty alleviation arc mutually exclusive or supportive have been 
dcbated in the dcvelopmcnt and conservation communities (Halverson and Mencill, 2008). 
Rccently therc has been an increase in the usc and promotion of ··equitable conservation·' and 
pro-poor approaches which lake into consideration eonscrvation wi th the nel.-(\s of people 
(Larscn. 2006). Some conscrvationists have shifted their goals to includc peoplc with a 
conservation-based community (CSC) movcment (Torri and Hemnann, 201 0). 
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Communities have been affected negatively by conscrvation cfforts in the past. Examples 
include the formation of protected areas such as parks or nature reservcs that border 
eoonomically poor oommunities (Toni and Hernnann. 20[0). There are many oosts for thc 
oommunities in these areas including restricted access to resources, increased threat from 
wildlifc to people and propcrty. and rcduced social, political, and environmental autonomy. 
Proteclt:d area fonnation can often have the effect of exacerbating poverty (Adams el (If, 2004). 
[t was these sorts of issues highlighting the lack of social justice in many conservation efforts 
that lead to the formation of the CBC (Torri and Hemnann, 20 [ 0). Conservation versus poverty 
is no longer viewed as a zero-sum game. Loca[ oommunities once scen as thrcats to conservation 
and biodiversity are now seen as stewards, and as part of a larger solution to environmental 
issues (Torri and Hernnann, 2010). 
In the same way povcrty alleviation may aid or even allow for conservation, stewardship can 
lead to sustainability, similar 10 what the Eastport group ooncluded. lncorporatcd in stcwardship 
is the idea of taking care of both a oommunity and cnvironment, and in the absence of this, it can 
bc argucd, sustainability goals arc difficult to achieve. Stewardship recogniz(:s the links between 
cnsuring a community"s needs are met (lOd protecting the environment. 
Environmental ethics also support the oonccpl of stcwardship. Inh""Tcnt within the ethic is 
concern for the environment regardlcss of its value to humans (Bourdeau, 2004; Abedi-
Sarvestani and Shahvali, 2008). Environmental ethics places mornl standing upon non-human 
parts of the environmcnt, including plants, animals, and ecosystems (York, 2009). Thi s is similar 
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to the many definitions of stewardship which emphasize recognition of the value of thc 
environment, regardless of its benefit 10 humans 
The small number of panieipants presented both limitmions and strengths in the study. Some 
stakeholder groups, like fishers, were absent in the dialogue and thus their perspectives were not 
rcpresented. The results may have been more representative if panicipants with more diverse 
backgrounds were included. More dialogues should be organized to broaden the scope. It can be 
argued, however, that it may be easier to reach a conscnsus of opinion in small studies, 
especially ifthcre arc many like-minded individuals (Kajallus 1'1 a/, 2004). and if all attendecs of 
the dialogue were knowledgeable and concerned about environmental issues. Like-minded 
environmentall y conscious individuals could beller be able to pinpoint panicular strengths and 
wcaknt:sses from an environmental perspectivc in their community .. 
The dialogue as a method to define and operationalize stewardship aligns with thc idca of 
panicipatory approach and CBC. Such an approach OlTl'TS not only the local and practical 
meanings of the word, but also an opcning for reflection about what Kooiman and Jcntofi (2009) 
tenn "meta-order' elements, such as values. nonns, and principles. Thcy submit that an cxplicit 
discussion about what these are and how they influence people's behaviour can help facilitate 
governance tasks. especially when dealing with hard choiccs, for example, between development 
and consCIVation. Communities that have a set of valucs and principles that align well with 
stewardship are likel y to forego shon-tcnn gains for the long-tcnn benefits from conservation 
activities and programs. A public delibcration as conductl-u in this study is part of the 
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dc1ib(,'fativc methods that are gaining recognition as appropriate approaches to understand values 
ofrcsourccs and ecosystems (Vatn, 2009). 
There is value in the concept of stewardship. as evidcnced by its inclusion in scientific journals. 
government documcnts. and research rcpons. Our study shows that an elTon to gain an in-depth 
understanding of the concept is warranted, as a way towards implementation. The Eastpon 
dialogue was a small first step in this direction. 
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Chapter 8 Conclusion 
Although it could be tlrgued thilt MPAs arc a powerful tool in combating the over-exploitation of 
marine ecosystems and resources, bHnd faith in these measures is unadvisable as many MPAs 
are poorly plunned and the consequences of their establishmcnts arc not thought out (Agardy el 
al., 20 11). This is true of the larger and recognized MPAs as wdl. The Great Barrier Reef, for 
example, is too small to maintain stocks of marine mammals, sharks, and turtles, as they are all 
migratory species that transition across the Rccfs boundaries (Bcrkes el al., 2006). As suggested 
by Agardy el al., (2011), the shortcomings of MPAs arc numerous due to factors such as 
mismtltch of MPA scalc to issue and context. inappropriute plunning or managcment process and 
failure to protect surrounding ecosystems. In some instances, MPAs cause damaging 
displacement and other unintended consequences, and create illusions of protection (Agurdy el 
(11.,2011). Even if MPAs arc perfectly designed and implemented, questions arise about their 
sustuinability, especially after the initial funding ends and when stakeholders' intcrests start to 
wane (Christie et (11. , 2009). 
Tht: Eastport MPA t:xtlmincd in this thcsis is un example of sustainability challenges, despite its 
many positive features. For instance, it is of an appropriate scale for the species of interest 
(Homarus IlmeriCllllu.\·) , which is mostly sedentary with limited range as an adult. The ecosystem 
surrounding the MPA has not been degmded as there is little activity in the area, and there has 
b(:cn no displucement or other damaging consequence. Further, the MPA munagemcnt pliln wus 
carefully created and fishers involved in the MPA management recognize that their continued 
vigilance and work is necded in protecting the lobster stocks. 
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As shown by the results of the governability assessment, many of the current concerns about the 
future of the Eastport MPA can be attributed to a lack ofundcrstanding about the environment 
caused by its complexity. Ecosystem complexity is one of the reasons, along with the many 
managemenl objcctives and uncenainty in pn.:dicting impacts, creating difficulty for 
management (Pikitch 1'1 al., 2004). The more explicit this complexity is to stakeholders, the 
easier it will be to reconcile their differences, Additionally, a key characteristic of inappropriate 
planning or management may be communication problems. Because of these, a tool like CTAM 
is use ful in both simplifying and providing a visual ization of a users' environment. in addition to 
providing a basis for communication between scientists, management, and stakeholders, 
However, CTAM is neither the only tool nor the solution to all communication issues. Rather. it 
is a reasonable tool to help initiate some understanding about ccosystem complcxity. and initiate 
communication and public participation. 
Two lools were used to assess the MPA from a sustainabililY paspeclivc: 'How is Vour MPA 
DoingT (Pomeroy ('/ a/ .. 20(4) assessed sustainabi lity from a management viewpoint. and the 
intemctive governance framework assessed it from a governability perspective. ' How is Your 
MI'A DoingT is a tool that assesses MPAs using the three pillars of sustain ability; biophysical. 
socioeconomic, and governancc. The guidebook focuses on the current managcment 
effectiveness and provides a summary of potential strengths and wcaknesses ofa current MPA. 
The govemability assessment framework, on the other hand. can be used to gauge sustainability, 
as well as to help with the understanding of complexity. as previously indicated. Its main 
difference from the ' How is Your Ml'A DoingT guidebook is a long-ternl view. In comparison, 
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the governability assessment framework reveals several aspects of the MPA noc discussed in 
' How is your MPA Doing: The latter is. however, easier to use because of the rcady-madc 
ehcck-list or indicators that it provides. 
Stewardship is the final concept intrOOuc(.'<1 in this thesis as a lens to enhance the understanding 
about MPA sustainability. Various scientists. governments, and environmental organizations 
recognize that an attachment or identification with an area is an important eonsid"'Tation for 
environmental protection and conservation. and for the sustainability of environmcntal initiatives 
such as MPAs. Stewardship in thc context of this thesis is examined through a participatory 
approach to recognizc its conlext specificity. The community dialogue acknowledges the 
ditTerent perspectives that arc likely to exist. depending on the community and environmental 
initiative where it is utilized. We argue that using stewardship as a 1t:ns to govern the MPA Illay 
lead, not only to its sustainability, but also to other benefits to the comlllunity. 
Important here is the idea of connectedness and the way in which each of the tools bui lds upon 
the other. CT AM allows for an understanding of the environment by all stakeholders. and a basis 
for communication which can only aid in the process of management initiatives such as MilAs. 
The ' l·low is Your MPA Doing?' guidebook provides an assessment of how the MPA is 
currently funct ioning, and is based upon an understanding of the environment that can be 
oblain ... '<1 through a tool such as CTAM. TIle interactive governance framework can then build 
upon the base of 'How is Your MPA Doing?' by e .... amining Ihe long-Ienn sustainability of the 
MPA and identifying issues thaI lllay not have been appan:m using the guidebook. Such 
examination leads 10 the exploration of the stewardship concept. and the use of community 
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dialogue to help provide some understanding about what it means and how relevant it is to 
sustainability, (:specially in the context of MPA. With respcctto Eastport MPA, stewardship is 
referred to by words such as volunteerism, leadership, and future generations, and can be 
captured by asking simple qUt."Stions that arc not necessari ly related to environment. This 
suggests a concept like stewardship can be used to bridge what communities and local resource 
users consider important with what scientists and policy makers see as necessary. The dialogue 
would suggest stewardship to be the foundation upon which sustainability occurs. Therefore, 
sustainability cannot be achieved in the abscnce of stcwardship. 
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